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February 19, 1985
BRUINS REACH 20-WIN SEASON-BEST EVER
COMING UP
Assured of its best season ever, the George Fox College Bruins end their
regular schedule this Friday (Feb. 22) with a home game with Columbia
Christian.
George Fox, the first Oregon college to reach 20 wins this season, brings
a 20-5 mark into the contest.
The Newberg team will finish either number one or number two in NAIA
District 2--the first time the Bruins have ever been in the top four in the
district to host a playoff contest .
The game with the Clippers will determi ne the final standings, with a win
needed to keep the Bruins in contention for the top spot.
is a game at Northwest Nazarene Tuesday night.

But more important

If the College of Idaho wins

that game with the Crusaders, the Coyotes could be the top team with a victory
at home Friday night with Western Baptist.
George Fox has stopped the Columbia Christian Clippers twice this season :
90-74 in the season opener, 88-80 in overtime in Portland Jan. 12.
George Fox has never lost to the Portland team, out on top 10-0 in NAIA
competi t ion.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox College basketball coach Mark Vernon became the college's
winningest coach ever as he guided his Bruins to their 20th win of the season
Monday night (Feb. 18) in La Grande .
He is just the second coach to reach that plateau .

Sam Willard reached

20 in the 1976-77 season, hitting that mark aft er 27 games.

Vernon did it in

25.
The 105- 77 victory over Eastern Orego n f ollowi ng two back-to-back
losses--just the first of the season f or the Bruins--kep t George Fox at the top
of the NAIA District 2, but just barely.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG , OREGON 97132
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GFC had a 2.56 Sempert System ranking Tuesday, College of Idaho 2.50 in
the tight race for the right to host the championship game in district
playoffs.

The Coyotes could move ahead of the Bruins with a win in a game

scheduled Tuesday night (Feb. 19) at Northwest Nazarene.
The Coyotes took a big step to overtake the Bruins with a 94-74 thumping
of the Newberg team Friday in Caldwell--just the fourth loss of the season by
GFC.
Saturday night the Bruins were stopped 106-97 at Northwest Nazarene.
The Idaho losses are not unusual for Oregon visitors.

George Fox, for

example, has not win in Nampa in eight years, and has not had a victory in
Caldwell in six.
It's not just George Fox with the no-win problem in Idaho.

The NNC

Crusaders have won 21 straight at home, the Coyotes 29.
The weekend losses stopped George Fox's 10-win string, and a stretch of
14 wins in 15 starts.
At Eastern Oregon it was a game only for a quarter.

Ahead by four

(26-22) after 10 minutes, George Fox poured through 25 more in the rest of the
half while holding Eastern to 10 and raced to a 19-point bulge--51-32 at the
break.
Up by 16 at 59-43 after 4 1/2 minutes of the second half, the Bruins then
exploded for four unanswered buckets in 70 seconds to go· on top by 24 (67-43)
after six minutes.

With the Bruins ahead by 32 (81-49) and 10:09 left in the

game Vernon called off his starters after just three-fourths of a game and
played his bench the rest of the way.
When back-up guard Dwight Patterson threw one in from underneath at the
5:06 mark the Bruins had run away to a 39- point margin at 97- 58--the widest
lead of the evening.
The game was the second highest scoring contest of the year--topped only
by the 107 points against the University of California- San Diego in December.
George Fox dominated in every statistical category:

shooting at a 56

percent rate from the field (43-76), 83 percent at the line (19 of 23),
grabbing 45 rebounds to 36 for Eastern, recording 29 assists to 18 for the
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Mounties, and picking off 21 steals to 12 for Eastern.
Guard Larry Jury topped all players with 19 points in a balanced Bruin
attach.

Forward Greg Bolt netted 17, and center Kenny Stone and f orward Curtis

Kimbrough 14 points each.

Kimbrough had nine rebounds, Stone 8, along with 3

blocked shots.
At Northwest Nazarene the teams battled even-up in the first half, the
Crusaders taking a 43-42 edge to the dressing room on the strength of two free
throws after the buzzer.
The Bruins' downfall came in the opening 90 seconds of the second half as
the hosts reeled off eight straight points for a nine-point margin that stood
up at the end.
George Fox shot a respectable 55 percent for the contest, but could not
overcome the sizzling 76 percent second half shooting of NNC, which finished 64
percent for the night.
The Bruins were at the line 34 times, and connected on an impressive 29.
The Crusaders were there 43 times putting through 28.
Senior Guard Larry Jury hit for 19 points for George Fox, forward Kenny
Stone and Mark Smith 17 and 15, respectively.

Stone had eight rebounds, Smith

had seven.
At the College of Idaho, the Coyotes used a home court advantage to
hammer out a 20-point win, mostly on the strength of a strong start that had
the Bruins down 11-4 after three minutes and behind 17-8 after five.
The Bruins kept pace and with 4:30 to go in the opening half were behind
by eight (30-22) before a Coyote flurry that swarmed GFC 15-6 in the final
minutes to leave the Newberg team behind 45-28 at the half.
When Stone drove the lane and scored and connected on a free throw, the
Bruins were within nine, 53-44 at 14:09, but that was as close as it came.
With a quarter of the game left, Curtis Kimbrough--the Bruins top scorer
for the night with 19--was knocked in the face by an elbow and out of the rest
of the game.
Two minutes later, with 7:19 left Stone went t o the bench with five fouls
on what a Boise newspaper called "a doubtful charging call. "
-more-
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But that was the way it went in Caldwell.
goals-- 34 each.
line.

The teams matched up on field

The Coyotes picked up 26 points on 36 tries at the free throw

George Fox got there just 14 times, hitting on eight .
George Fox was whistled for 28 fouls , C of I for 17.
George Fox shot 46 percent from the field, College of Idaho 50 percent.

The Coyotes won the board battle 50-39. , For the first time all season George
Fox committed more turnovers than opponent (30-21) as the Coyotes repeatedly
snatched the ball from Bruin hands.
Kimbrough picked up his points on a 9 for 14 night.
10 from the field.

Stone had 15, 7 of

Kimbrough grabbed a team-high nine rebounds while guard Les

Harrison recorded a game high eight assists.
MARK 1 S REMARKS
Ref'lection.s:
College of Idaho- "They took the game to us; they're the defending district champs and played li ke it . . .. "
Northwest Nazarene- "I think they're the best No. 8 team the district's
seen; they're a team to be reckoned with in the playoffs .•.• "
Eastern Oregon - "I thought we played with intelligence and
intensity--something lacking in the previous two games; it was a great team
effort in a game that keeps us in a position to be No.

in the district ..•• "

Coaing Up:

Columbia Christian - "They are probably the scrappiest team in the district and we will have all we can handle Friday night .

They are playing well

and are always tough for us to beat."
STATISTICALLY
Super soph Kenny Stone continues to lead in four statistical categories.
His 18.0 point production, 7.9 rebounds pe r game, .604 field goal accuracy and
68 blocked shots are tops.

His district- leading 83 blocked shots averages to 1

1/3 per game.
Senior Larry Jury has a 17 . 7 scoring average .
is at 7.3 in rebounding.
- more
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.Leading the team in assists isLes Harrison with 114, a 4.6 average.
Kimbrough leads in steals with 72, Stone close at 68 as the Bruins with 347
(13.8 average) continue to push the school record higher.
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February 19, 1985
BRUINS REACH 20-WIN SEASON-BEST EVER
COMING UP
Assured of its best season ever, the George Fox College Bruins end their
regular schedule this Friday (Feb. 22) with a home game with Columbia
Christian.
George Fox, the first Oregon college to reach 20 wins this season, brings
a 20-5 mark into the contest.
The Newberg team will finish either number one or number two in NAIA
District 2--the first time the Bruins have ever been in the top four in the
district to host a playoff contest.
The game with the Clippers will determine the final standings, with a win
needed to keep the Bruins in contention f or the top spot.
is a game at Northwest Nazarene Tuesday night.

But more important

If the College of Idaho wins

that game with the Crusaders, the Coyotes could be the top team with a victory
at home Friday night with Western Baptist.
George Fox has stopped the Columbia Christian Clippers twice this season:
90-74 in the season opener, 88-80 in overtime ·in Portland Jan. 12 .
George Fox has never lost to the Portland team, out on top 10-0 in NAIA
competition.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox College basketball coach Mark Vernon became the college's
winningest coach ever as he guided his Bruins to their 20th win of the season
Monday night (Feb. 18) in La Grande .
He is just the second coach to reach that plateau.

Sam Willard reached

20 in the 1976-77 season, hitting that mark after 27 games .

Vernon did it in

25.
The 105-77 victory over Eastern Oregon following two back-to-back
losses--just the first of the season for the Bruins--kept George Fox at the top
of the NAIA District 2, but just barely.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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GFC had a 2.56 Sempert System ranking Tuesday, College of Idaho 2 . 50 in
the tight race for the right to host the championship game in district
playoffs.

The Coyotes could move ahead of the Bruins with a win in a game

scheduled Tuesday night (Feb . 19) at Northwest Nazarene.
The Coyotes took a big step to overtake the Bruins with a 94-74 thumping
of the Newberg team Friday in Caldwell--just the fourth loss of the season by
GFC.
Saturday night ·the Bruins were stopped 106-97 at Northwest Nazarene.
The Idaho losses are not unusual for Oregon visitors.

George Fox, for

example, has not win in Nampa in eight years , and has not had a victory in
Caldwell in six.
It's not just George Fox with the no-win problem in Idaho.

The NNC

Crusaders have won 21 straight at home, the Coyotes 29.
The weekend losses stopped George Fox's 1Q-win string, and a stretch of
14 wins in 15 starts.
At Eastern Oregon it was a game only for a quarter.

Ahead by four

(26-22) after 10 minutes, George Fox poured through 25 more in the rest of the
half while holding Eastern to 10 and raced to a 19-point bulge--51-32 at the
break.
Up by 16 at 59-43 after 4 1/2 minutes of the second half, the Bruins then
exploded for four unanswered buckets in 70 seconds to go on top by 24 (67-43)
after six minutes.

With the Bruins ahead by 32 (81-49) and 10:09 left in the

game Vernon called off his starters after just three-fourths of a game and
played his bench the rest of the way.
When back- up guard Dwight Patterson threw one in from underneath at the
5:06 mark the Bruins had run away to a 39-point margin at 97-58--the widest
lead of the evening.
The game was the second highest scoring contest of the year--t opped only
by the 107 points against the University of California-San Diego in December.
George Fox dominated in every statistical category:

shooting at a 56

percent rate from the field (43-76), 83 percent at the line (19 of 23),
grabbing 45 rebounds to 36 for Eastern, recording 29 assists to 18 for the
-oor~
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Mounties, and picking off 21 steals to 12 for Eastern.
Guard Larry Jury topped all players with 19 points in a balanced Bruin
attach.

Forward Greg Bolt netted 17, and center Kenny Stone and forward Curtis

Kimbrough 14 points each.

Kimbrough had nine rebounds, Stone 8, along with 3

blocked shots.
At Northwest Nazarene the teams battled even-up in the first half, the
Crusaders taking a 43-42 edge to the dressing room on the strength of two free
throws after the buzzer .
The Bruins' downfall came in the opening 90 seconds of the second half as
the hosts reeled off eight straight points for a nine-point margin that stood
up at the end.
George Fox shot a respectable 55 percent for the contest, but could not
overcome the sizzling 76 percent second half shooting of NNC, which finished 64
percent for the night .
The Bruins were at the line 34 times, and connected on an impressive 29.
The Crusaders were there 43 times putting through 28.
Senior Guard Larry Jury hit for 19 points for George Fox, forward Kenny
Stone and Mark Smith 17 and 15 , respectively.

Stone had eight rebounds, Smith

had seven.
At the College of Idaho, the Coyotes used a home court advantage to
hammer out a 20-point win, mostly on the strength of a

~trong

start that had

the Bruins down 11-4 after three minutes and behind 17-8 after five .
The Bruins kept pace and with 4:30 to go in the opening half were behind
by eight (30-22) before a Coyote flurry that swarmed GFC 15- 6 in the final
minutes to leave the Newberg team behind 45-28 at the half.
When Stone drove the lane and scored and connected on a free throw, th e
Bruins were within nine, 53-44 at 14:09, but that was as close as it came .
With a quarter of the game left, Curtis Kimbrough--the Bruins top scorer
for the night with 19--was knocked in the face by an elbow and out of the rest
of the game .
Two minutes later, with 7:19 left Stone went to the bench with five fouls
onwhat a Boise newspaper called "a doubtful charging call ."
-more-
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But that was the way it went in Caldwell.
goals--34 each.
line.

The teams matched up on field

The Coyotes picked up 26 points on 36 tries at the free throw

George Fox got there just 14 times , hitting on eight.
George Fox was whistled for 28 fouls , C of I for 17 .
George Fox shot 46 percent f r om the field , College of Idaho 50 percent .

The Coyotes won the board battle 50- 39 .

For the first time all season George

Fox committed more turnovers than opponent (30- 21) as the Coyotes repeatedly
snatched the ball from Bruin hands .
Kimbrough picked up his points on a 9 for 14 night .
10 from the field.

Stone had 15, 7 of

Kimbrough grabbed a team- high nine rebounds while guard Les

Harrison recorded a game high eight assists .
MARK'S REMARKS
Reflections:

College of Idaho- "They took the game to us; they're the defending district champs and played like it •• • • "
Northwest Nazarene - "I think they' re the best No . 8 team the district's
seen; they're a team to be reckoned with in the playoffs .••• "
Eastern Oregon - "I thought we played with intelligence and
intensity--something lacking in the previous two games; it was a great team
effort in a game that keeps us in a position to be No. 1 in the district •••• "
Collins Up:

Columbia Christian - "They are probably the scrappiest team in the district and we will have all we can handle Friday night.

They are playing well

and are always tough for us to beat. "
STATISTICALLY
Super soph Kenny Stone continues t o lead in four s tati stical categories .
His 18.0 point production, 7.9 rebounds per game, .604 field goal accuracy and
68 blocked shots are tops.

His district- leading 83 blocked shots averages to 1

1/3 per game.
Senior Larry Jury has a 17.7 scoring average .
is at 7.3 in rebounding.
- more
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Leading the team in assists isLes Harrison with

11~,

a

~.6

average.

Kimbrough leads in steals with 72, Stone close at 68 as the Bruins with
(13 . 8 average) continue to push the school record higher .
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February 11, 1985
BRUINS WIN TWO MORE ; 19-3 RECORD BEST IN NAIA DISTRICT 2
WHAT'S BRUIN
George Fox College takes its prestigious 19-3 record--the best in
NAIA District 2--on the road in perhaps the most important weekend of the
year for the Bruins.
It will be a battle for the district's top spot Friday night (Feb.
15) as the Bruins meet College of Idaho.

The Coyotes are just behind the

Bruins in district standings with a sharp 16-2 record, 2.50 in the
playoff-determining Sempert System rankings.

George Fox is atop the

district at 2.68 in the Sempert System .
George Fox, which has won 10 in a row and 14 of its last 15
contests, will go against a team it has not beaten on its home court in
Caldwell in four games over five seasons.

A year ago it was an ' 85-76

setback in the only match between the two teams.

In nine years of NAIA

competition the record stands seven wins for GFC, five for the Coyotes,
who have won four of the last five pairings.
Saturday night GFC goes against another team with a home court
advantage--Northwest Nazarene.

The Crusaders have won 20 in a row at

home over the last two seasons.

George Fox has found an unfriendly

welcome in Nampa for seven consecutive years, not winning there since
1977.

In Nampa the Bruin record is 2 wins, 13 losses in 16 years of NAIA

competition.

Overall the teams have met 33 times, NNC out front 19-14 .

The Crusaders are 13- 9 this season, 7-0 at home and 6-9 on the
road.

George Fox is 10-0 in Miller Gym, 9-3 on t he road.

George Fox

stopped NNC 70-64 Jan. 19 in Newberg.
The five-day road swing continues Monday night at LaGrande as the
Bruins take on Eastern Oregon State's Mounties.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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GFC took an earlier game this year--83-61 on Jan. 26.

Overall that

NAIA series stands at GFC 21, EOSC 29 in 20 years.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox College continued its dominance of NAIA District 2 over
the weekend with back-to-back home wins over Warner Pacific and Concordia
College--91-80 Friday night over the Knights, and 88-70 Saturday over the
Cavaliers.

In both contests Mark Vernon's Newberg team had leads of more

than 20 points.
The wins extend GFC's victory string in 10 in a row--14 wins in the
last 15 contests.

George Fox remains perfect at home with 10 wins.

With Warner the Bruins' fouls in the first half--15 in all--kept
the Knights in the contest.

Although connecting on 16 field goals to 14

for Warner, the Knights stepped to the line 19 times, hitting on 12 to
post a 40-38 halftime lead.

GFC was six of eight at the line.

Larry Jury's bucket in the first 15 seconds of the second half tied
the game and the Bruins never again trailed, gradually moving out in
front to post a 22-point lead (87-65) with just over three minutes left.
It was Jury's night.

The 6-2 guard/forward scored a GFC career

high 31 points (15 in the first half) on 10 of 18 from the field, and 11
of 12 at the line.

He also dished out six assists.

Super soph Kenny Stone hit for 23 (11 of 18 from

t~e

field) and

grabbed a game-high 13 rebounds as both Bruins topped Warner's top
producer, Marshall Haskins with 21 .

Stone had six blocked shots.

GFC

Guard Al Vasey dished out a game- high eight assists.
With a .600 field goal accuracy the second half, the Bruins
finished .521 on the night, one of the best in weeks .

They outrebounded

the Knights 49-45.
With Concordia George Fox scored the opening bucket and never
looked back, going out in front 17-6 after seven and a half minutes and
taking a 37-29 half time lead.
Behind the 18 points each of Jury and senior forward Greg Bolt the
-more-
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Bruins were on top 74-56 with seven and a half minutes left and Vernon
declared victory, benching his starters for playing time for the rest of
the Bruins.

They continued the scoring and when center Tom Ketelsen hit

a jumper at 5:28 GFC had its largest lead at 27 points--78-51.
George Fox had balanced scoring with 13 from Stone and 12 by
Ketelsen.

Concordia's Wendell McDowell led all players with 28, 10 of

those after Vernon sat down his starters.
GFC won the board battle 45-39 (Stone with 10) and had 14 steals to
set a new GFC season record.

(See "Statistically")

MARK'S REMARKS
Ret"lections:
Concordia - "I think the combination of our playing flat coming out
and Concordia's playing very well in the first half resulted in a close
game to start; McDowell is a very good player and we had trouble stopping
him; I thought we played very good in the second half--everyone got a
chance to play and that will help us going into Idaho this week •••• "
Warner Pacific - "It was a close game in the first half and I think
we played our best half of the year in the second; we went zone once we
got the lead to cut down on (Marshall) Haskins' penetration and it seemed
to work •••• "
Coming Up:

College of Idaho - "It's number one and number two in the
district--it should be an exciting college basketball game; we hope a
10-game winning string will give us some confidence going into Idaho •••• "
Northwest Nazarene - "We beat them in a tough game over here, but
they're tough at home and are playing well •••• "
Eastern Oregon - "Eastern is a scary team on the road; they play
much better at home than on the road and we know we have to play well to
win •••• "
George Fox College
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STATISTICALLY
The 1984-85 Bruins are assured of being George Fox's winningest NAIA
team ever.

With a 19-3 record and four games to play, the lowest they

could finish in regular season action is 19-7, a .730 winning percentage.
The previous season record was 19-8 ( . 704) recorded in 1975-76.

Currently

the winning percentage at 19-3 is .864.
This year's Bruin squad now owns the school record
season.

steals in one

Over the weekend the total reached 304, besting the previous

record of 295 set in 1978-79 in 29 games.
contests.

~n

The new record was set in 22

The steal average record of 10.17 per game, also set in

1978-79, is being battered by this year's team, currently at 13.8 per
game.
A new school record in team blocks in a season also has been set.
Last year's 129 total (4.61 average) was surpassed over the weekend, now
at 140, a 6.4 per game average.

Kenny Stone, who earlier set the new

individual record, now has 78, 3.5 a game.
-more-
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George Fox, with its 9.4 winning margin over opponents (79.4 to
70.0) is setting a new record.

The previous winning margin was 8.1 set

by the 1973-74 team.
Super soph Kenny Stone continues to lead GFC in four categories:
scoring- 18.4, field goal average- .596, rebounding- 8.0, and blocked
shots- 78.

With 59 steals, he's just two behind team leader Les

Harrison, who also leads the team in assists with 94, a 4. 4 average.
Larry Jury has moved his scoring average to 18.0

Curtis Kimbrough

is averaging 7.4 rebounds and has 90 assists, a 4.1 average.
-30SEE ATTACHED "STONE AGE" ARTICLE by Mike Puckett, "The Daily News,"
Longview, Wash., Feb. 8, 1985.
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College basketball---------..
It's the Stone age at Fox

thanks to 'the franchise'
By Mike Puckett
Tho DaUy Newa

NEWBERG, Ore. - Every so often a college
basketball player comes along 10 spectacular that hls
play spawns large ticket nles and championship
aeasons. He Ia called "the franchise.''
Larry Bird wu one, so wu Lew Alclndor (Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar) and Ralph Sampson. And now there'l
Kenny Stone.
Kenny Stone?
Back track a couple ol years and you may
remember a tall, skinny kid who spent most of hla
Tuesday and Friday nights during the winter, slapp·
lng down opponent's shots and Ughting up the
scoreboard for the Winlock Cardinale.
In hls four years at Winlock, the 6·foot-6 center
rewrote the school's record book. He was named the
most valuable player ol the Cowlitz Dlvlslon of the
Southwest A League his senior season. That year he
was also tabbed by The Dally News as the MVP for
schools class B through AAA.
From Winlock, th£ heav1ly recrulte.: St~.l~ : ~;;s;;
George Fox College, a small Christian, four-tear
school here ln Newberg.
Stone's success with the Cardinals Is being
duplicated at Fox. So much so, that the sup·er
sophomore of the National Association of Inter·
collegiate Athletics Bruins has been labeled "The
Franchise.''
"I don't consider myself a franchise," Stone said
last Saturday after hitting a short jumper with six
seconds to play to glve the Bruins a 52·50 homecourt
win over Western Baptist.
"I just consider myself another Bruin. There are 13
guys here and they all contribute. The thing about
this team ls that one night someone can really be off
and someone else can plck up the slack and have a
good game."
One look at his statistics and game performances
and It's easy to see why Coach Mark Vernon and the
Bruin athletic department are so hlgh on Stone.
As a part·tlme starter hla freshman season, Stone
led the Bruins ln career !leld goal accuracy. He hlt
117 of 198 shots, a .591 mark. He also led the NAlA
District 2 In blocked shots with 72, almost double the
next highest.
Thls season Stone has connected on 134 of 223 shcts
for a .801 mark. More shots and more baskets have
given Stone a 18.5 average, tops !or the Bruins snc!
the district's No.4 &corer. He also leads the squad In
rebounds with a 7.6 averaae (eighth ln the dlstrl·:t)

and ls third ln steals (SS) and fourth In au15\5 (43,.
Those numbers have helped the Bruins to a 17·3 mark
thlsseason, their best ever.
"We're on top rl,ht now and we'd like to nay
there," sald Stone.' We've got a good road trip com·
tng In about two weeks where we play the College of
Idaho which ls right behind us In second. It we can
play well on that trlp, we have a realistic shot at do·
!ng wellln the district playof!s and going to Kansas
Clty for the nationals."
Stone's success surprises him. The switch !rom the
do-everything man at Winlock to just one-of.five at
George Fox has been easier than he thought.
"The style of play here ls a little more Intense. and
Ills not quite as physical as I thought lt would be,"
said Stone. "On defense, coach told me I ~ot away
with a lot. That I was able to just stand behmd a guy
and walt till he shot and then block it. 1'ow I've got to
work more on defense. I still can block shots. but not
as many.''
Nevertheless, he leads the team and the district in
blocked shots with 67. His one·and·a·half season total
~t !~~has

hettered the

S"Zh~c 1 ~a!'eer

!T'ark of 121 set

by Hille van der Kooy in 1979-61.
"Rebounding and free throws are two areas that
have room lor Improvement," said Stone of his play
"I set a goal early this season to hit 10 rebounds a
game. I'm not quite there, but I don't see myse:f as
not performing well in that area. I just see that
everyone else is getting rebounds also. They're all
. performing well. But I can do better. And I will. I've
· got two more years, two more summers."
While he leads the team in field goal accuracy,
Stone is close to the bottom in free·throw precentage
at 69 percent.
"Confidence plays a big part for me when it comes
to free throws," he said. "I've really been struggling
a lot In that part of my gamt. I hope that maybe r::
have a couple of good games in a row at the line and
build the confidence."
He's on track to challenge two of the Bruins' all·
time great basketball players - Paul Cozens (!974·
78) and Randy Dunn (!981·84) - in several record
catagorles. Both were all-everything and both were
draft choices ol the Portland Trail Blazers. Cozens'
Bruin jersey Is retired.
Stone wouldn't mind seeing his :o.;o 34 right next to
Cozens' 44ln the school's trophy case. "I don't really
think about that," Stone said. "It would b~ a honor.
But I've stUl got a lot of Ume to go. It wo·:!:l be n:ce
•.. who know a."
Tonight, Fox entertains Warr T Pwll
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WHAT'S BRUIN
Solidly on top NAIA District 2, the George Fox College Bruins risk
their lofty ranking in two home games this v1eekend, both rematches with
teams previously beaten.
The 17-3 Bruins, off to their best season ever after 20 games and
three-fourth the way through their schedule, host Warner Pacific Friday
(Feb. 8) and Concordia Saturday.
George Fox, which has won 12 of its last 13 contests, will seek to
extend an eight-game winning string, one that includes wins over this
weekend's opponents on their own courts.
Coach Mark Vernon's squad bested Warner's Knights 80-78 Jan. 21 in
Portland to move the GFC NAIA series lead to 26 - 15 in 20 years .
GFC stopped Concordia 84-77 in Portland Jan. 18 and has a 7-5 NAIA
series lead since competition began six years ago.
LOOKING BACK
The weekend was a moving experience for George Fox College
basketball coach Mark Vernon.

He and his wife moved to a new home closer

to the Newberg campus.
Oh, yes, incidentally, he took time out to guide his Bruins to two
more basketball wins.

And, some might call that in itself a moving

experience.
Vernon advanced his team up the NAIA District 2 ranking ladder to
number 1.

And it also vras an emotionally moving experi ence Friday night

for many as his team stopped Vlestern Oregon State 73-70 in Monmouth.

It

took an overtime, but the Bruins ended a 19 year "jinx" of never having
won at Western Oregon in NAIA competition--22 straight games.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG , OREGON 97132
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That victory, backed up with a 52-50 win over number four ranked
\·!estern Baptist the next night back in Newberg moved the Newberg team
even higher in the NAIA District 2 Sempert system rankings with a 2.70.
Second place College of Idaho is at 2.lJ7.
The wins came over two of the only three teams to stop the Bruins
this season.
At Western Oregon GFC started slowly, behind 16-7 after five
minutes.

After a time out GFC shut down the Wolves for six minutes,

moving out to a 21-16 lead and held it until the final three seconds when
Western went out on top at the half break, 37-35.
The two teams fought it out even up for the next 1lJ minutes to a
58-all standoff at 6:28.
counted--at 1 second.

Then GFC did not score another bucket- - until it

Meantime, the Wolves had taken a 63-61 lead, on

two field goals and a charity toss, while GFC picked up three free
throws.

At seven seconds a missed free throw by Western resulted in a

Curtis Kimbrough rebound.

He tossed it to a streaking Mark Smith who

drove the count and down the lane for a bucket at the buzzer that sent
the game into overtime.
In the extra period Smith collected the first points at 3:31
followed by Larry Jury's basket at 2:25 and GFC went up 67-66 to keep the
lead for good.

Smith, who finished with 1lJ points,

adde~

two more

charity throws and Al Vasey sank four in a row to wind up the

scorin~

and

seal the long-sought win.
The Bruins were an even .500 from the floor and .793 at the line.
GFC won the board battle 37-31.

It was a balanced scoring attack:

Smith's 14, then 13 each by Jury and Vasey, and 10 by Kenny Stone, not
feeling well that day.
As the night before, George Fox trailed at the half by two (25- 23)
in the next night's game at home with Western Baptist.
GFC dominated the second half, twice going out on top by six points
(40-3lJ) after 10 minutes, 50-44 after 15), but the Warriors came back to
tie the game at 50-each at 1:50.
-more-
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At that point GFC went to a four corner offense and pulled the
trigger with Kenny Stone underneath on an alley-cop from Curtis Kimbrough
at six seconds.

It put the Bruins on top for the final score.

gave the ball to

\~estern,

But it

which after two time outs, had an in-bounds

pass knocked away by Kimbrough, then at 1 second Greg Bolt tipped the
ball to Stone on another Western inbound try.
Jn a strange game, the lowest scoring contest of the year for the
Bruins, George Fox scored just one field goal in the final nine minutes
before Stone's game-winner.

That previous bucket was Stone's eight

footer at the 7 minute mark.
George Fox won the game despite a .388 shooting night--.615 on 8 of
13 the second half not offsetting an 11 for 36 opening half (.306)
It was an all-around, All-District night for Stone, who was 7 for
12 from the field, a perfect 4 of

!~

at the line, with team-high seven

rebounds, game-high 18 points, four steals and five blocked shots.
Jury was the only other double-figure scorer, with 14.
MARK'S REMARKS
Reflections:
Western Oregon--"It's really nice to get the monkey off our back of
22 straight losses there; but more than that, it was a good s i gn that
this (GFC) team--beating a team that good and in overtime--is learning
how to win •••.. "
Western Baptist--"It was a chess game, both teams reacting to the
moves of the other and we were lucky to be two ahead at the end; (Kenny)
Stone had an outstanding game and his blocked shots took the air out of
them (Western) .•••. "
Colling Up:

Warner Pacific--"It's a rematch and the first (game) could have
gone either way; hopefully, we'll be all healthy again and I look for a
very good game .• . . "
Concordia--"They've been having some problems and it wi l l de pend on
which team shows up--they can be very good or not s o tough; they played
very well last time against us .•.. "
-more-
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_S Tf.\..'U.~ TI_Q{t_l.l.._Y
Geors;e Fox College go es into the week with a .850 win average ( 17 of

20 games).

The previous season best winning average wa s .704 (19-8) i n

the 1975-76 season.
Only one George Fox NAIA team has reached 20 wins: '

th e 1976-77 t eam

that 1o1ent 20-9.
This year's 8.8 scoring margin over opponents tops th e school

8. 1 set in the

197~-74

season.

r e~or r.

GFC this year i s averaging 78. 4, opponent8

69 . 6.

Hi t. h c:m average ni ght in steal s Friday , Geor ge Fox r houl c\ s et a nmr
s chool record in s t e als .
average.

Th i ~

y ear' s te am has 282 and a 1U .1

p ~r g a ~P

The be s t average prev i ou s ly \o!as 10. 17 by t he 1978- 79 team a nd
-mor e-
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the highest total previously was 295 the same year , in 29 games .
year's team could se t it in 21 games.

This

Curtis Kimbrough leads the way

with 59.
Kenny Stone ' s .601 field goal average (134/223) is the highest ever
for a Bruin.

His .591 average last year was the previous best.

He is

averaging 18.5 this year to lead the team and also leads the Br ui ns in
rebounding at 7.6, and in blocked shots with 67, 3.55 a game .
SEE ATTACHED "STONE AGE" ARTICLE by John Nolen , "The Oregonian,"
Feb. 3, 1985.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW.
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Around the George Fox College
campus in Newberg, there's already
. talk of the "Stone Age."
· Kenny Stone is the reason.
. Stone is a 6-foot-6 center on the
·Bruins

:~1ket-

Notebook

;team
·that,
: when· its record reached 15-3 last
: week, surpassed the best start ever for
: a GFC basketball squad.
The "Stone Age" is under way be·
· cause Stone is a superb sophomore in
: every sense of the word.
: He went into last week as the No. 4
• scorer In the Hi·team National Associa·
: tion of Intercollegiate Athletics Dis·
: trict 2, averaging 18.9 points per game.
• He also was the district's eighth-lead·
! ing rebounder, 7·7, and was fourth in
: field-goal shooting percentage at 60
;·percent.
• "There's no doubt he's an offensiv~
:player," Bruins coach .Mark Vernon
; said. ~·aut he's an amazing all-around
; player as well. You look at his scoring
: and rebounding averages, but there are
i all the other things he does so well." ·
; Stone also leads his team in blocked
; shots with 60 and is third in both as·
• sists (39) and steals (49).
; His 1~-season total of 132 blocked'
: shots already has ·surpassed the school
~ career mark held by Hille van der
i Kooy, who was 6-10.
; Defensively, Stone plays inside,
: where his quick hands play a big part
~ in his rebound and steals totals.
.
; But on offense, he's involved in the
: Bruins' motion offense. "He's like a
:small forward," Vernon said, "but
: when he's far away from the hoop,
he's not much of a factor."
: Vernon mentioned Lebro Bates of
1 ! Northwest Nazarene and Gary Wil·
\(: liamson of Western Baptist- both 6-6
\ . forwards - . when comparing Stone
~; with the district's best players.
~;
Bates is second in district scoring,
i.;_averaging 21.8, while Williamson leads
{: in rebounds with a 9.9 average and
c;:j; leads the Salem college in scoring at
16.5. Bates is almost impossible to stop
~: iiiside down low.
·:-") ~ · "I personally like Williamson and

t

ne ge'
Bates," Vernon said, "but I would take
Stone. The best thing about him is his
desire to win. He is very intense."
Stone, a 19-year-old from Winlock
(Wash.) High School, was the most val·
uable player for the Southwest.Wash·
ington A League Cowlitz Division. And
a newspaper named him the MVP of all
players in Class B through AAA
schools In Southwest Washington. .
He was most valuable In Vernon's
mind long before that.
.
"I got his name in his sophomore
year," Vernon said. "The first time I
went tO see him, I knew he would be
the player. He had such great hands

.

Vernon said he "told some people
that by his (Stone's) sophomore year
here, he'd take over. I don't think they
believed me. I think they believe It ,
now."
It's hard to believe the Bruins could
replace Randy Dunn, who graduated
last year as the school's No. 2 career
leader in both scoring and rebounding.
''This is no knock on Randy," Ver·
non said, "because he got so much out
of what talent he had. But I think
Kenny is a much better all-around
player."
"Kenny ls like Clyde Drexler in a
way. You member their points. If
Clyde Drexler scores four points or 20,
you remember them because he's spec· ·
tacular. Stone is the same way.
"He's very special."

:

1)':

The Omgonian/MENT'

SUPER SOPHOMORE -efoot-6 center, has
NAIA District 2. He also

Fox Colle
niche as one of the
three
Bruins to their best start ever.
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GFC HOSTS WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL FEB. 5

Wheelchair basketball rolls into Newberg Tuesday, Feb. 5 as the "Rollin'
Rebels" take on four George Fox College teams in a 7:30 p.m. benefit basketball
game.
The exhibition contest is sponsored by the George Fox PE Majors and
Minors Club.
The game will be played in Wheeler Sports Center's Miller Gymnasium with
four 10-minute quarters.

Different GFC teams will play five minutes each.

Scheduled are members of the GFC varsity men's team, the Lady Bruins, a
faculty and staff squad, and student team.
At the halftime break Rollin' Rebels members will demonstrate their
basketball talents.

Team members come from the Portland-Salem area .

"We want

to broaden people's horizons, and make them aware of some of the misconceptions
of the handicapped," said Newberg senior Grant Gerke, vice president of the PE
majors and Minors organization.

The group's president i s Newberg senior Vicki

Baugh.
Proceeds from the contest will go toward purchas e of mirrors for the
Wheeler Center weight room.

Tickets , availabl e at the door, are 50 cents for

students, and $1 for adults.
-30-
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Highest Athletic Honor
GFC RETIRES DUNN'S JERSEY

George Fox College

has awarded its highest athletic honor for only

the second time in its NAIA history.
Saturday night (Jan. 26), before a Hanecoming crowd of more than
1,400, the college retired the jersey of basketball all-star Randy Dunn.
The "All-Everything" athlete joins former NAIA All-American Paul
Cozens, who had his jersey retired after the 1978 season .
Dunn, a 6-5 forward from Portland, is the current NAIA District 2
Athlete of the Year for all sports.

Earlier he had been named the

district's basketball Player of the Year.
Dunn, who averaged 21 .6 points a game, topped all small college
players in Oregon, Washington Idaho, Alaska and British Columbia in
scoring.

He averaged 9.0 rebounds a game for the best scoring-rebounding

combination in the district.
Retirement of Dunn's jersey after his three- year career came in
ceremonies involving basketball Coach Mark Vernon, Athletic Director Rich
Allen, George Fox President Edward Stevens, and Dunn's parents, LeRoy and
Donna Dunn.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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His jersey will join Cozens' in the school's athletic awards display
area in Wheeler Sports Center.
The school's ceremony followed these other honors :
••• A ninth round NBA draft choice by the Portland Trail Blazers .
••• The number one pick to the All-Northwest team of players in four
states and British Columbia .
•••• Most Valuable Player for the national Christian College Athletic
Association region .
••. An NCCAA national All-mnerican .
••• An NAIA All-American honorable mention.
Dunn, who transferred to GFC from Portland State where he played
just briefly as a freshman, finished his Bruin career second in all-time
scoring.

His 1,736 points is topped only by the four-year total of

Cozens.
Dunn grabbed just nine less than 1,000 rebounds, third in GFC
all-time rebounding.

He averaged 11.39 a game.

A three-time District 2 All-Star selection, Dunn set seven George
Fox school records.

His career scoring average was 19.95, just two

baskets under a 20.0 average.

His .550 scoring average is the best ever.

At the free throw line Dunn sizzled in his final year at .883, 14th in the
nation in the NAIA.
Dunn recorded 355 offensive rebounds, a new GFC record.
-more-
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the school's offensive rebound record at 15 in a g@me.

He had a career

high of 23 rebounds in one contest.
Dunn is putting his 1984 GFC degree in business into use.
insurance representative for the John Hancock Co., in Portland.

-30-
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BRUINS WIN THREE MORE; REMAIN OREGON'S TOP NAIA TEAM
WHAT'S BRUIN
Oregon's winningest small college basketball team is now George Fox
College's winningest team of all time as the Bruins prepare for two
rematches this weekend .
Coach Mark Vernon's Bruins, winning three games in a week, have
pushed their season record to a glittering 15-3, the best start ever for a
GFC squad, topping 1975-76 and 1976-77 teams that were 14-4 at the same
point.
With just eight games left in the season the Bruins face seven teams
in rematches and just one not met yet--the only squad ahead of the Bruins,
College of Idaho.
The rematches start this weekend as GFC faces two of the only three
teams to best them--Western Baptist and Western Oregon.
The Western Oregon Game Friday (Feb. 1) at Monmouth interrupts a
string of five home games for the Bruins.

Saturday's contest with Western

Baptist is back in Newberg.
The Bruins Friday will be up against a "jinx" of having never won in
Monmouth in 19 years--22 consecutive losses, including a 79-72 edging in
thier second game of the season in the NAIA District 2 Tip-Off.
romped at home 78-64 in the followup game in Newberg .

GFC

Over 20 years of

NAIA competition GFC has won just five contests, Western 38.
The record ' s much better with Western Baptist's Warriors.

In 15

years of NAIA competition, GFC leads 25-9, but lost the previous encounter
this year, 68- 55 in an of f night in Salem .
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG , OREGON 97132
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LOOKING BACK
The 15-3 George Fox College Bruins made it six wins in a row with
three more victories in six nights to keep their position as Oregon's top
small college basketball team .
Coach Mark Vernon ' s team, winners of 10 of their last 11 games,
downed, in order, Warner Pacific (80-78), Lewis and Clark (74-61) and
Eastern Oregon (82-61) .
The trio of wins leaves the Bruins perfect at home (7-0) and 8-3 on
the road.
The weekend wins came be f ore Homecoming crowds of 2,400 in the two
nights.
The win over Eastern ' s Mountaineers, perhaps, was not unexpected.
The Mounties came to Miller Gym with a 3-16 mark.

Giving up the first

bucket, the Bruins never again trailed and were on top 35-26 at the half.
Outscoring the Mounties 22-8 in the first seven minutes of the second, GFC
raced to its largest lead--29--at 70-41 with seven and a half minutes left
and Vernon retired his starters and the Bruins coasted home.
Sophomore forward Kenny Stone came within one of his career high
with 28 points, on 10 of 12 from the field and 8 of 10 at the line.

He

also grabbed six rebounds, blocked five shots and had four assists in his
30 minutes.

The only other Bruin in double figures as 11 Bruins played

and 10 scored, was sophomore forward Curtis Kimbrough with 10.

Mark Smith

led the Bruins with eight rebounds as GFC totaled 46 to Eastern's 42.
collected 20 steals , forcing 32 Eastern turnovers .

GFC

GFC hit just .400 on

the night.
It took a little longer to shake off the Lewis and Clark Pioneers,
but the Bruins prevailed over a team that had won seven in a row,
including a win over the only team ahead of GFC in the district.
The Bruins trailed 20-19 after nearly 15 minutes in the opening
half, but then scored a seco nd 20 in the next five minutes, holding Lewis
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and Clark to 10 to go out front 39-30 at the half.
Vernon put his team in a four-corner pattern to open at the half, a
plan that kept the Bruins in front as the Pioneers were forced to foul.
GFC went to the line 49 times, connecting on 36, 21 of 28 in the second
half.
Despite building up a 14 point lead twice, it was another poor
shooting night--.352 for the evening on 19 of 54.
58 and 13 of 14 at the line.

The Pioneers were 24 of

GFC owned the boards 50-33, led by the

game-high 11 of Stone and Kimbrough.

Guard Larry Jury had a game-high 20

points, 7 of 17 from the field, six of 8 at the line.

Forward Greg Bolt

followed with 15, Stone 12 and Kimbrough 11.
The Bruins held district scoring leader Bill Olds to just 12 points,
six of 13 from the field .
In the Warner Pacific game, the contest was as close as the score
would indicate.

At the half it was 36-34 for the host Knights.

The

largest lead either team could produce was six.
The Bruins led for the final 13 minutes, and had a five-point margin
with just over four minutes left after a Stone dunk inspired the Bruins.
But Warner rallied back to within two before Kimbrough connected on
back-to-back buckets underneath and then two free throws to seal the win,
with Stone adding the final two free throws for the Bruins.
Jury led all players with 28 points, 16 in the first half, 13 of 20
for the evening.
GFC shot at a .547 pace, and put in 35 field goals to 30 for the
Knights.

GFC was outrebounded 49-37, but countered with better team

play--26 assists to 14 for Warner.
MARK'S REMARKS
Ref'lections:

Warner Pacific - "A great overall game--we did the things we needed
to do to win; it's nice to wi n over at Warner •.• • "
-more-
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Lewis and Clark - "It was a big win for us over a team that had won
seven in a row; I was very pleased with the way we played; Curtis
(Kimbrough) had a great all-around effort holding (Bill) Olds to 12 •••• "
Eastern Oregon - "We had a sluggish first half, but in the second
played aggressively on defense forcing many turnovers that led to easy
baskets •••• "
Colling Up:

Western Oregon - "They are a team that is tougher with more
(players) now eligible; they beat us there before; we're looking forward
to the game •••• "
Western Baptist - "This is another rematch for us and maybe the most
important game of the year for us ••• • "
STATISTICALLY
NAIA District 2 1 s super soph Kenny Stone, in the Warner Pacific
game, swatted back four shot attempts to push his season total to 53 at
that point and his career total to 125, surpassing the previous career
record of 121 set by Hille van der Kooy in the 1979-81 season.

Stone did

it in just a year and a half and now has 60 this year, 132 total.

He's

averaging 3.3 a game.
Stone leads the Bruins in scoring (18.9), in rebounding (7.7), and
shooting accuracy (.600) .
Winning is a team effort, with three others in double figure
scoring, Larry Jury at 17.7.
rebounding at 7.6.
game.

Curtis Kimbrough backs up Stone in

Guard Les Harrison has a team high 87 assists, 4.8 a

And, he has 55 steals, as the Bruins are stealing their way to a

record in steals at a 14.6 per game average.
exactly doubles opponents.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW.
-more-
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BRUINS WIN THREE MORE; REMAIN OREGON'S TOP NAIA TEAM
WHAT'S BRUIN
Oregon's winningest small college basketball team is now George Fox
College's winningest team of all time as the Bruins prepare for two
rematches this weekend.
Coach Mark Vernon's Bruins, winning three games in a week, have
pushed their season record to a glittering 15-3, the best start ever for a
GFC squad, topping 1975- 76 and 1976-77 teams that were 14-4 at the same
point.
With just eight games left in the season the Bruins face seven teams
in rematches and just one not met yet--the only squad ahead of the Bruins,
College of Idaho.
The rematches start this weekend as GFC faces two of the only three
teams to best them--Western Baptist and Western Oregon.
The Western Oregon Game Friday (Feb. 1) at Monmouth interrupts a
string of five home games for the Bruins .

Saturday's contest with Western

Baptist is back in Newberg.
The Bruins Friday will be up against a "jinx" of having never won in
Monmouth in 19 years--22 consecutive losses, including a 79-72 edging in
thier second game of the season in the NAIA District 2 Tip-Off.
romped at home 78-64 in the followup game in Newberg.

GFC

Over 20 years of

NAIA competition GFC has won just five contests, Western 38.
The record's much better with Western Baptist's Warriors.

In 15

years of NAIA competition, GFC leads 25-9, but lost the previous encounter
this year, 68-55 in an off night in Salem.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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LOOKING BACK
The 15-3 Geor ge Fox College Bruins made it six wins in a row with
three more victori es in six ni ghts to keep their position as Oregon's top
small college basketball team .
Coach Mark Ver non ' s t eam , winners of 10 of their last 11 games ,
downed, in order , Warne r Pacific (80-78) , Lewis and Clark (74-61) and
Eastern Oregon (82- 61) .
The trio of wins l eaves the Bruins perfect at home (7-0) and 8-3 on
the road.
The weekend wins came before Homecoming crowds of 2 , 400 in the two
nights.
The win over Eastern's Mountaineers, perhaps, was not unexpected.
The Mounties came to Miller Gym with a 3-16 mark.

Giving up the first

bucket, the Bruins never again trailed and were on top 35-26 at the half .
Outscoring the Mounties 22-8 in the first seven minutes of the second, GFC
raced to its largest lead- -29--at 70-41 with seven and a half minutes left
and Vernon reti r ed his starters and the Bruins coasted home.
Sophomore forward Kenny Stone came within one of his career high
with 28 points, on 10 of 12 from the field and 8 of 10 at the line.

He

also grabbed six rebounds , blocked five shots and had four assists in his
30 minutes.

The only other Bruin in double figures as 11 Bruins played

and 10 scored, was sophomore forward Curtis Kimbrough with 10.

Mark Smith

led the Bruins with eight rebounds as GFC totaled 46 to Eastern's 42.
collected 20 steals , forcing 32 Eastern turnovers.

GFC

GFC hit just .400 on

the night.
It took a li t tle longer to shake off the Lewis and Clark Pioneers,
but the Bruins prevailed over a team that had won seven in a row,
including a win over the only t eam ahead of GFC in the district.
The Bruins t r ailed 20-19 after nearly 15 minutes in the opening
half, but then scor ed a second 20 in the next five minutes , holding Lewis
- more-
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and Clark to 10 to go out front 39-30 at the half.
Vernon put his team in a four-corner pattern to open at the half, a
plan that kept the Bruins in front as the Pioneers were forced to foul.
GFC went to the line 49 times, connecting on 36, 21 of 28 in the second
half .
Despite building up a 14 point lead twice, it was another poor
shooting night--.352 for the evening on 19 of 54.
58 and 13 of 14 at the line.

The Pioneers were 24 of

GFC owned the boards 50- 33, led by the

game-high 11 of Stone and Kimbrough.

Guard Larry Jury had a game-high 20

points, 7 of 17 from the field, six of 8 at the line.

Forward Greg Bolt

followed with 15, Stone 12 and Kimbrough 11.
The Bruins held district scoring leader Bill Olds to just 12 points,
six of 13 from the field.
In the Warner Pacific game, the contest was as close as the score
would indicate.

At the half it was 36-34 for the host Knights.

The

largest lead either team could produce was six.
The Bruins led for the final 13 minutes, and had a five-point margin
with just over four minutes left after a Stone dunk inspired the Bruins.
But Warner rallied back to within two before Kimbrough connected on
back-to-back buckets underneath and then two free throws to seal the win,
with Stone adding the final two free throws for the Bruins.
Jury led all players with 28 points, 16 in the first half, 13 of 20
for the evening.
GFC shot at a .547 pace, and put in 35 field goals to 30 for the
Knights.

GFC was outrebounded 49-37, but countered with better team

play--26 assists to 14 for Warner.
MARK'S REMARKS
Ref'lections:

Warner Pacific - "A great overall game--we did the things we needed
to do to win; it's nice to win over at Warner •••• "
-more-
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Lewis and Clark - "It was a big win for us over a team that had won
seven in a row; I was very pleased with the way we played; Curtis
(Kimbrough) had a great all-around effort holding (Bill) Olds to 12 •••• "
Eastern Oregon- "We had a sluggish first half, but in the second
played aggressively on defense forcing many turnovers that led to easy
baskets •••• "
Coming Up:

Western Oregon - "They are a team that is tougher with more
(players) now eligible; they beat us there before; we're looking forward
to the game •••• "
Western Baptist - "This is another rematch for us and maybe the most
important game of the year for us ••.. "
STATISTICALLY
NAIA District 2's super soph Kenny Stone, in the Warner Pacific
game, swatted back four shot attempts to push his season total to 53 at
that point and his career total to 125, surpassing the previous career
record of 121 set by Hille van der Kooy in the 1979-81 season.

Stone did

it in just a year and a half and now has 60 this year, 132 total.

He's

averaging 3.3 a game.
Stone leads the Bruins in scoring (18.9), in rebounding (7.7), and
shooting accuracy (.600).
Winning is a team effort, with three others in double figure
scoring, Larry Jury at 17 . 7.
rebounding at 7.6.
game.

Curtis Kimbrough backs up Stone in

Guard Les Harrison has a team high 87 assists, 4.8 a

And, he has 55 steals, as the Bruins are stealing their way to a

record in steals at a 14.6 per game average.
exactly doubles opponents.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW.
-more-
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January 21, 1985
BRUINS OREGON'S TOP NAIA TEAM
WHAT'S BRUIN
Oregon's top small college, the George Fox Bruins , keep their sharp
record at home for a while, playing five of their next six games in Miller
Gym, starting with back-to-back Homecoming weekend contests.
The Br uins , 12- 3 going into a game Monday night at Warner Pacific,
entered that contest trailing only College of Idaho (12-2) in NAIA District 2.
George Fox is perfect at home (5-0) and went into this week 7-3 on the
road.

At home this weekend its first the Lewis and Clark Pioneers Friday

night (Jan. 25) then Eastern Oregon's Mountaineers in an 8 p.m. Saturday
Homecoming game, delayed a half hour because of preceding Homecoming events.
The Pioneer s were 8-7 going into a game Monday with Concordia.

Eastern

Oregon Entered the week 2-15, playing two games before coming to Newberg.
Both Eastern Oregon and Lewis and Clark are being met for the first time
this season.

This will be the 50th meeting of EOSC and GFC in 20 years, the

Mountaineers ahead 29- 20.

George Fox won the single contest a year ago, 78-67

in Newberg.
Lewis and Clark and George Fox have tangled 21 times in 20 years, L & C
winning 13 .

A year ago the Bruins lost 66-46 at home, then won 72-58 in

Portland.
LOOKING BACK
A pair of wins against first time opponents this season, one at home and
the other on the road , pr opelled the George Fox Bruins to a 12-3 mark and
leadership i n Oregon NAIA competition .
The Bruins s t opped Concordia Friday night (Jan . 18) in Portland, then
came back the next night at home to set back Northwest Nazarene.
At Concordia t he Bruins came out early to a 10-2 lead and never trailed
in the firs t hal f, t aking a 36-34 lead to the locker room.
- more-
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outscored the Bruins 8 to 4 in the opening four minutes to take a 42-40 lead
and stayed ahead for 46 seconds before George Fox regained the lead at 17:44
and stayed in front, building up an 11-point (84-73) lead with 16 seconds
left.

The Cavaliers scored the last two buckets to bring the final score.
George Fox, paced by Kenny Stone's 19 points on six of eight attempts,

hit .519 of its shots, Concordia .561.

Larry Jury tossed in 16 points, eight

of eight at the line, four of seven from the field.

Curtis Kimbrough led all

rebounders with 10 as GFC won the board batt! 35-29.
At home with NNC George Fox raced to an early nine point lead (15-6)
after 7 and a half minutes, but settled for a 34-all standoff at the break.
Ahead 46-45 after eight minutes in the next period, George Fox ran off eight
unanswered points and outscored the Crusaders 13-2 in four minutes stretch to
move out 59-47 with nine minutes left in the game.
In the final three minutes neither team scored a field goal, both teams
collecting their final points at the line, GFC adding 7, NNC 6.
Guard Al Vasey's two blocked shots in the final 18 seconds secured the
win for the Bruins.
Led by Greg Bolt's 18, the Bruins had four in double figures, Stone at
13, Jury at 12 and Kimbrough at 3.

It was a balanced effort in rebounds with

Stone, Kimbrough, Bolt and guard Les Harrison with six each as GFC edged the
cCrusaders 36-35 on the boards.

Stone had four blocked shots, Kimbrough 7

assists.
MARK'S REMARKS
Ref'lections:

Concordia:

"It was a big win against a team that is back at full

strength; I thought we played one of our better games of the year •••. "
Northwest Nazarene:

"It was the game we expected; a very tough game in

an exciting game for the crowd--basketball at its best •••. "
Colling Up:

Lewis and Clark:

"They're one of the hottest teams in the district,

beating College of Idaho (the district leader); they've always given us tough
games •••• "
-more-
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Eastern Oregon:

"They ar e a struggling team; but with good shooting

guards who can be very explosive • •• • "
George Fox College
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STATISTICALLY
Kenny Stone (18 . 9) and Larry Jury (17.5) are giving the Bruins the
district's best team scoring attack- - Stone fourth last week in the district,
Jury sixth.

Stone paces the Bruins in rebounds at 7.9, Curtis Kimbrough close

behind at 7.4.
It's a triple play for the Bruins in assists with Les Harrison at 5.0 ,
Al Vasey at 4.2 and Kimbrough at 4.1, the only school with three in district's
top 15.

Last week they were 6, 8, and 12.

Harrison and Kimbrough lead the team in steals at 46 each.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOWS.
-30-
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January 14, 1985
BRUINS, 10- 3, OFF TO BEST START IN NINE YEARS
WHAT'S BRUIN
The George Fox College Bruins, winners of t wo of three games in a
week to run their record to a sparkling 10-3 at the half way point in the
season, face three games in a four-day span starting Friday (Jan. 18).
Coach Mark Vernon's team will have two of those contests on the r oad,
where they've found it really not too bad- -taking 5 of 8 contest s .

All

three of the next teams are being met for the first ti me this s eason.
Concordia College in Portland is first , the team that George Fox
ended its season with a year ago.

The teams have met 11 time s in NAIA

a ction, GFC up by one, 6-5.
After four straight games on the road (and seve n of the l ast eight) ,
the Bruin s return to Miller Gym Saturday night (Jan . 19) to host Northwest
Naz a rene .

A year ago the teams split, each winning at home .

Overall the

17-year NAIA series stands at 19 for the Cr usaders, 14 for GFC.
Taking Sunday off, its back to the court Monday night in Por tland at
Warner Pacific.

George Fox has won 25 of 40 contes t s i n 19 years, but

Warner won two of three a year ago, including a 43- 42 wi n in Por tland i n
the last contest.
LOOKING BACK
The Bruins captured two of three contests in five days to move thei r
record to 10-3, second in NAIA District 2 .
GFC rolled past Pacific 73- 56 , was upset 68- 55 at Western Ba ptist ,
then stopped Columbia Christian 88-80.
It took an overtime for the Bruins to do in the Clippers, who we r e
shooting at a 62 percent pace on their own floor.

Th e Bruins dropped

behind by 12 (32- 20) after 14 minutes and trailed 40-32 at the half .
- moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG , OREGON 97132
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But coach Mark Vernon's squad turned on the defense and overpowered
the Clippers 22-8 in the first seven minutes of the second half to go out
on top 54-48.

Columbia came back to catch up at 63-all and then move back

out on top by three.

George Fox tied it at 73-each and the teams settled

for a 76-76 draw at regulation.
The Bruins held the Clippers to just a single field goal in the
overtime as GFC put through 12 points on five field goals.
Perhaps the turning point was guard Al Vasey's steal at 1:30 with GFC
up by two (80-78) put the Clippers with the ball going for the tie.

Vasey

grabbed the ball, drove for a layup, was fouled and connected on the free
toss to put GFC on top by five.
George Fox hit 52 percent of its shots (33/64) and picked off 31
rebounds (forward Curtis Kimbrough with 10).

Columbia Christian grabbed

38.
Guard Larry Jury led the Bruins with 18 points, Kenny Stone had 17,
Greg Bolt 16.

Les Harrison had eight assists, and six steals.

At Western Baptist the Warriors used a home-court advantage to win at
the foul line.

Although George Fox outplayed the hosts in field goals

(24-23), Western went to the line 27 times and hit 22.

George Fox was

there 11 times, connecting on 7.
A close game had three ties and seven lead changes in the opening
half, before Western took a 32-29 halftime lead after GFC rallied from a
nine-point deficit at the three minute mark.
George Fox took a 47 - 46 lead at 9:39 of the second half.

But in the

final three minutes, with a narrow 54-50 lead, Western scored 10 of its 14
point s at the charity stripe to upset the Bruins, who have won all but nine
of the teams' 34 contests.
Stone, who injured his hand on one of two back-to-back dunks midway
through the second half did not score in the final ten minutes, but still
led the Bruins with 22 points and 7 rebounds.
At Pacific, George Fox toyed with the Boxers for a half, then came
out to play in earnest in the second half, going out at one point to a 24
point lead before coasting home .
- more-
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The Bruins allowed the Boxers just four points in the opening six
minutes, going up

13-~.

Later in the opening half Vernon gave his back-up

players nearly five minutes of playing time and rested his starters with
the Boxers coming back for a 63-second lead.
with a

3~ - 30

GFC went to the half break

lead.

George Fox starters charged back in the opening quarter of the second
5~-39.

half to outscore the Boxers and go up
Ketelsen hit a turn-around jumper at
(71 - ~7)

night

3:~~

When back-up center Tom

it was the biggest lead of the

and Vernon finished the contest with the starters on the

bench.
In a game that appeared to have the Boxer defense centered on fouling
the Bruins as they rose to shoot, George Fox went to the line 33 times,
connecting on 23.

Stone was 9 of 11, helping him to a game-high 19 points.

Jury had 17.
Kimbrough topped rebounders with 10 as GFC hauled down 47 to 33 for
the Boxers.

George Fox shot at a

.4~6

clip and recorded 14 assists.

With the victory, the sixth straight since 1980, George Fox moved
ahead in the NAIA series between the schools, 21-20.
MARK'S REMARKS
Coming Up:

Concordia:

"They are a team in transition, but they should be tough

at home with a group of guys proving they can play."
Northwest Nazarene:

"It should be a 'war' between two good teams; I

really don't know much about them."
Re.flections:

Columbia Christian:
amazing games.

"In my three years that was one of the most

It was a game that could have been won 20 times--10 by each

team; we beat a team that shot 62 percent and on their own court. "
Western Baptist:

"I thought we played poorly that game--we were down

for some reason; they did play well at home and I look forward to our home
game."
-more-
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STATISTICALLY
All-District candidate Kenny Stone, although just a sophomore,
continues to lead the Bruins in three categories:

19.3 in scoring, 8.3 in

rebounding, and with a district leading 44 blocked shots.
Guard Les Harrison is tops in steals (36) and in assists (65) .
COMPLETE STATS FOLL0\-1.
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8-2 BRUINS DOWN LINFIELD, WILLAMETTE; FACE THREE ROAD GAMES I N WEEK
WHAT' S BRUIN
The George Fox Bruins, winners of seven of their last eight games
for an impressive 8-2 record, take their talents on the road th i s week for
games in Forest Grove, Salem and Portland.
In the midst of a schedule that has the Bruins on the r oad in seve n
of eight games, GFC, after meeting Pacific University (2-9 going i nt o the
game) Tuesday night (Jan. 8) goes to Western Baptist Friday (Jan. 11 ) then
to Columbia Christian the next night.

Two of the contests are rematches.

George Fox overwhelmed Pacific 88-52 Dec. 14 as the Boxer s
participated in the Bruins' Christmas tourney.

That win, the fifth

straight since 1980, evened the NAIA series between the teams at 20 games
each.
Western's Warriors and GFC will tangle for the first time this year,
but the teams are not unfamiliar with each other.

Both were participants

in the Bruins' Christmas tournament and both played in the Oregon Tech
Tourney Dec. 18-19.

In the OIT tournament the squads had identical

outcomes, both defeating University of California at San Diego, both
losing to the host Owls.
The teams have met in NAIA competition 33 times, GFC winning 25,
including two of three a year ago.
George Fox will try to continue its perfect string when it meets
Columbia Christian for the tenth time in NAIA action.

GFC has won the

first nine, including a 79-72 victory to open the season in the NAIA
District 2 Tip-Off Nov. 30 in Monmouth.

The Clippers were 6-7 going int o

this week.
-more-
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LOOKING BACK
Yes , Geor ge Fox College se t tled the Yamhi l l Coun ty college
basketball supremacy Friday ni ght (Jan. 4) but the 80-76 win, the seventh
straight by GFC over cr oss- county rival Linfi eld , was nearly overshadowed
by the post- game act ivity of Br uin coach Mark Vernon.
Vernon, who has nev er l ost to Wildca t coach Tim Miller in three
years of college co a ching, promised his squad he woul d run back to
Newberg--14 miles--if the Bruins woul d keep al i ve the win string.
Immediately after the game , Ver non, 31 , donned his jogging suit and
shoes and t ook off in t he dar kness , r eaching Newbe rg in 1 hour 45
minutes--cold , tired and vowi ng "I' ll never do t ha t agai n!"
Mostly sit ti ng down t he next night a t home in Mi ller gym, the
muscle-sore Vernon coached t he Br ui ns t o an 82-80 vi ctory over visiting
Willamette as GFC won its seventh game in eight outi ngs to move itsrecord
to a sparkling 8-2 .
The win over Linfi el d f ol l owed a 91 - 61 drubbing of the McMinnville
team Dec . 8 in Newberg t ha t had some Wildcats f ollower s bl aming an earlier
in-the-day f oo tball playoff game as a reason for the lo s s.

But the Bruins

Friday showed that was no f luke as they handed the Wi ld ca t s j ust their
second los s of the season against six wins.
In a game not as close as th e final s core, George Fox buil t up an
eight-point lead in the f irs t half, only to have t he Wildcats r al ly in the
final three minutes to t i e the game at 47 at the break.
In the se cond hal f Ver non ' s team slowed the Wildcats t o j ust 10
points in the fi r st 15 mi nutes as GFC buil t up a 17 point (74-57 ) margin,
outscoring the Wildcats 27 - 10 .

George Fox had a 10- point (80 - 70) lead

with 33 se co nds left bef or e a furious Wildcat rally.
Forward Gr eg Bolt paced t he Br uins with 23 points ( 10 of 16) with
Kenny Stone adding 22 along wi t h 10 rebounds .
lead all r ebounde r s with 11.

Forwa rd Curtis Kimbrough

GFC sho t a t a . 526 pace, the Wildca t s a t

.515.
- more-
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The win over Willamette evened the NAIA series between the schools
at 16 each in 18 years of competition and was the second this year for GFC
which downed the Bearcats in Salem 71-52 earlier.

That 19-point edge

appeared assured again in the first half as GFC raced to a 19-point bulge
at 41-22 with 3:40 remaining.

It was a 17 point, 47-30, halftime lead for

the Bruins .
But the Bearcats improved their shooting in the second half to .529
(it was .444 in the first) to gradually creep back on the Bruins, coming
within four, 69-65 , with 5:32 remaining .

George Fox then built it back to

82-75 with 24 seconds left, but like the night before at Linfield, the
Bearcats rallied furiously with five points in the final 14 seconds to
come the closest since an early 7- 6 lead.
Stone and guard Larry Jury combined for 47 points, (Jury with a
game-high 24) to lead the Bruins.

Bolt had 16 .

Stone , 10 of 13 for the

night from the field, also helped the Bruins mightily with a school record
eight blocked shots, bettering the seven of Hille van der Kooy in 1980.
Center Mark Smith hauled down 10 rebounds, also adding 10 points in
his best game of the season.
George Fox shot at a steady pace of . 588 the first half, .583 the
second

for a final .586 on 34 of 58 attempts .
The weekend games were the first for starting guard Al Vasey after a

four-game layoff with a knee injury.
in style--with perfection .

The Bruins court general came back

In playing 59 minutes in the two games he was

7 of 7 from the floor, also contributing eight assists and four steals .
MARK'S REMARKS
Coming Up:
Pacific :

"We can't be flat for them; we beat them earlier, but they

are playing better ball •.•• "
Western Baptist:

"We'll be playing on the road against a good team;

we'll see what ki nd of a team we are • .. . "
- more-
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Columbi a Christian:

"They are al ways tough at home and an inspired team;

we'll have t o play very wel l t o win •••• "
Looking Back:
Linfield :

"I thought we controlled t he game and played smart to a 17

point lead, but t hen we had t o hold on.

It ' s a big win anytime you beat

Linfield at home •••• "
Willamet t e:

"We just played flat--comi ng of f a big win; we built a big

lead then forgot t o come out to play second half and t hey (Willamett e ) came
back on us • •• • "
STONE FIRST DISTRI CT PL AYER OF THE WEEK
George Fox's Kenny Stone is NAIA District 2's fi r s t Player of the Week
for 1984-85 .

The 6-6 cent er over the weekend scored 45 poi nt s , gr abbed 17

rebounds and blocked 12 shots , including a school record 8 Sat ur day night
against Willamette .
Stone has upped his scoring average to 19.3 as he leads the Bruin s in
three categories .
a game.

His 8.1 rebounds per game is top , and he has 35 blocks , 3.5

His 29 steals are just three behind guard Les Har r i son.

Stone, from Winlock, Wash., is hitting at .612 from the field , 74 of 121 .
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8-2 BRUINS DOWN LINFIELD, WILLAMETTE; FACE THREE ROAD GAMES IN WEEK
WHAT'S BRUIN
The George Fox Bruins, winners of seven of their last eight games
for an impressive 8-2 record, take their talents on the road this week for
games in Forest Grove, Salem and Portland.
In the midst of a schedule that has the Bruins on the road in seven
of eight games, GFC, after meeting Pacific University (2- 9 going i nt o t he
game) Tuesday night (Jan. 8) goes to Western Baptist Friday (Jan. 11 ) then
to Columbia Christian the next night.

Two of the contests are r ema t ches.

George Fox overwhelmed Pacific 88-52 Dec. 14 as the Boxer s
participated in the Bruins' Christmas tourney.

That win, the fifth

straight since 1980, evened the NAIA series between the teams at 20 games
each.
Western's Warriors and GFC will tangle for the first time this year,
but the teams are not unfamiliar with each other.

Both were pa r ticipants

in the Bruins' Christmas tournament and both played in the Oregon Tech
Tourney Dec. 18-19.

In the OIT tournament the squads had identical

outcomes, both defeating University of California at San Diego, both
losing to the host Owls.
The teams have met in NAIA competition 33 times, GFC winning 25,
including two of three a year ago.
George Fox will try to continue its perfect string when it meets
Columbia Christian for the tenth time in NAIA action.

GFC has won the

first nine, including a 79-72 victory to open the season in the NAIA
District 2 Tip-Off Nov. 30 in Monmouth.

The Clippers were 6-7 going into

this week.
-more-
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LOOKING BACK
Yes, George Fox College settled the Yamhill County college
basketball supremacy Friday night (Jan. 4) but the 80-76 win, the seventh
straight by GFC over cross-county rival Linfield, was nearly overshadowed
by the post-game activity of Bruin coach Mark Vernon.
Vernon, who has never lost to Wildcat coach Tim Miller in three
years of college coaching, promised his squad he would run back to
Newberg--14 miles--if the Bruins would keep alive the win string.
Immediately after the game, Vernon, 31, donned his jogging suit and
shoes and took off in the darkness, reaching Newberg in 1 hour 45
minutes--cold, tired and vowing "I'll never do that again !"
Mostly sitting down the next night at home in Miller gym, the
muscle-sore Vernon coached the Bruins to an 82-80 victory over visiting
Willamette as GFC won its seventh game in eight outings to move itr record
to a sparkling 8-2.
The win over Linfield followed a 91-61 drubbing of the McMinnville
team Dec. 8 in Newberg that had some Wildcats followers blaming an earlier
in-the-day football playoff game as a reason for the loss.

But the Bruins

Friday showed that was no fluke as they handed the Wildcats just their
second loss of the season against six wins.
In a game not as close as the final score, George Fox built up an
eight-point lead in the first half, only to have the Wildcats rally in the
final three minutes to tie the game at 47 at the break.
In the second half Vernon's team slowed the Wildcats to just 10
points in the first 15 minutes as GFC built up a 17 point (74-57) margin ,
outscoring the Wildcats 27-10 .

George Fox had a 10-point (80-70) lead

with 33 seconds left before a furious Wildcat rally.
Forward Greg Bolt paced the Bruins with 23 points (10 of 16) with
Kenny Stone adding 22 along with 10 rebounds.
lead all rebounders with 11.

Forward Curtis Kimbrough

GFC shot at a . 526 pace, the Wildca t s at

.515.
-more-
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The win over Willamette evened the NAIA series between the schools
at 16 each in 18 years of competition and was the second this year for GFC
which downed the Bearcats in Salem 71-52 earlier.

That 19-point edge

appeared assured again in the first half as GFC raced to a 19-point bulge
at 41-22 with 3:40 remaining.

It was a 17 point, 47-30, halftime lead for

the Bruins.
But the Bearcats improved their shooting in the second half to .529
(it was .444 in the first) to gradually creep back on the Bruins, coming
within four, 69-65, with 5:32 remaining .

George Fox then built it back to

82-75 with 24 seconds left, but like the night before at Linfield, the
Bearcats rallied furiously with five points in the final 14 seconds to
come the closest since an early 7-6 lead.
Stone and guard Larry Jury combined for 47 points, (Jury with a
game-high 24) to lead the Bruins.

Bolt had 16.

Stone, 10 of 13 for the

night from the field, also helped the Bruins mightily with a school record
eight blocked shots, bettering the seven of Hille van der Kooy in 1980.
Center Mark Smith hauled down 10 rebounds, also adding 10 points in
his best game of the season.
George Fox shot at a steady pace of .588 the first half, .583 the
second

for a final .586 on 34 of 58 attempts.
The weekend games were the first for starting guard Al Vasey after a

four- game layoff with a knee injury.
in style--with perfection.

The Bruins court general came back

In playing 59 minutes in the two games he was

7 of 7 from the floor, also contributing eight assists and four steals.
MARK'S REMARKS
Coming Up:
Pacific:

"We can't be flat for them; we beat them earlier, but they

are playing better ball •.•• "
Western Baptist:

"We'll be playing on the road against a good team;

we'll see what kind of a team we are .••. "
-more-
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Columbia Christian :

"They are always tough at home and an inspired team;

we'll have to play very well to win •••• "
Looking Back:
Linfield:

"I thought we controlled the game and played smart to a 17

point lead, but then we had to hold on.

It's a big win anytime you beat

Linfield at home •.•• "
Willamette:

"We just played flat--coming off a big win; we built a big

lead then forgot to come out to play second half and they (Willame tte) came
back on us •••• "
STONE FIRST DISTRICT PLAYER OF THE WEEK
George Fox's Kenny Stone is NAIA District 2's first Player of the Week
for 1984-85.

The 6-6 center over the weekend scored 45 points, grabbed 17

rebounds and blocked 12 shots, including a school record 8 Saturday night
against Willamette.
Stone has upped his scoring average to 19.3 as he leads the Bruins in
three categories.
a game.

His 8.1 rebounds per game is top, and he has 35 blocks, 3.5

His 29 steals are just three behind guard Les Harrison.

Stone, from Winlock, Wash., is hitting at .612 from the field, 74 of 121.
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December 21, 1984
BRUINS, 6-2, TAKE HOLIDAY BREAK
WHAT'S BRUIN
The 6-2 George Fox College Bruins take an eight-day holiday break
before returning to practice Dec. 28 in preparation for three Northwest
Conference teams in five days starting Jan. 4.
The Bruins will meet Linfield College Jan. 4 in McMinnville,
Willamette University Jan. 5 in Newberg, and Pacific University Jan. 8 in
Forest Grove.

All three contests are rematches.

The Bruins are in the

midst of a string of contests that has them on the road in seven of eight
games.
Linfield, 4-1 going into a game Friday night, suffered its only loss
at Bruin hands, a 91-61 drubbing in Newberg Dec. 8.

The Yamhill County

rivals have met 32 times in 14 years of NAIA competition, GFC winning 20,
including six straight over a four-year span.
Willamette and George Fox met Dec. 4 in Salem with the Bruins
outpacing the Bearcats 71-52.
between the schools.

GFC has a chance to even the NAIA series

The Bearcats hold a 16-15 advantage over 18 years of

competition.
George Fox already has evened-up the NAIA series at 20 each with
Pacific with an 88-52 thumping of the Boxers Dec. 13 in Newberg.

The

Bruins have won five straight since 1980, but the teams did not meet a year
ago.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox combined a record shattering 11 steals by forward Curtis
Kimbrough and a Bruin season-high 30 points by guard Larry Jury to easily
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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down the University of California at San Diego 107-93 Wednesday night (Dec.
19) in Klamath Falls.
The Bruins came within just two poi nts of tying the most points ever
scored by a GFC team in regulation time .
Kimbrough shattered the old GFC mar k of seven steals in a game set
four different times in the last 10 years .

Jury ' s 30 points topped the 29

of forward Kenny Stone in the season opener this year.
The GFC win came against a school of 12 , 000 based in La Jolla.

The

Tritons came into the Oregon Tech Chr istmas tourney 5-3 and lost to Western
Baptist in the opening round.

George Fox , meanwhile was stopped by the

hosts, 95-77, to set up the Tri t on matchup .
The final outcome could have been worse for UCSD.

With a 31-point

lead and a quarter of the game remaining, Coach Mark Vernon elected to sit
down his starters and give experience to his backups .
George Fox jumped out early , leading by 10 (20- 10) less than five
minutes into the game, and by 18 after 10 minutes.

At the half it was

58-41 for the Bruins, with Jury having 22.
The Bruins methodically pulled away to a 31 point margin, 88-57,
after nine minutes of the second half as the Bruins outscored the Tritons
30-16.
Jury's 30 points came on 14 field goals.

Forward Kenny Stone had 21

points as all five Bruin starters were in double figures with Kimbrough
adding 12, forward Greg Bolt 13 and guard Les Harrison 11, as he also dealt
out eight assists.
Warming up from the night before, George Fox hit .563 from the field
with Jury connecting on 14 of 17 attempts.
In the Tuesday (Dec. 18) Oregon Tech game it took the Owls a
tournament record 35 free throws to best the Bruins.

Both teams hit 30

field goals, but the hosts paraded to the charity line for 49 attempts as
GFC was whistled for 31 fouls, 20 in the second half.
-more-
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Owls won it as George Fox went to the line to collect just 17 points on 26
attempts.
But the Bruins were nearly as cold as the 10 degree weather outside,
hitting just .370 on the night.

In the opening half GFC shut down totally

for a seven minute stretch, going into that period one point behind (25-24)
at 9:07 and coming out trailing by six , before settling for a 42-30
halftime deficit.
George Fox roared back in the next period, however, outscoring the
Owls 15-4 in the first four minutes to come again within one, 46-45.

The

Bruins eventually took a lead (56-55)--briefly--at 10:24 but for just 12
seconds.
The cold shooting in the cold country showed in the stats:

Stone was

6 of 17, Jury 6 of 21, Harrison 1 of 6.
Kimbrough, although he led in no statistical category for the Bruins
except steals in the two-game tourney, was named to the all-tourney team .
The 6-3 sophomore recorded 12 points each night; 17 rebounds in the two
games, including a team- leading eight with San Diego; 14 steals in all, and
seven assists to earn the honor.
MARK'S REMARKS
Upcoming:

Linfield - "They will be ready for us after losing badly,

and they're always tough at home . • .. "
Willamette - "They are a team that has something to prove to us after
an earlier loss, and they'll be a tough opponent for us ••.• "
Looking Back:

Oregon Tech - "We didn't shoot well and their match-up

zone gave us some problems; we had good shots, but they (OIT) seemed to be
there contesting ...• "
UC San Diego - "We played very well and Larry (Jury) had a fantastic
offensive game; the score was a little misleading--we should have won by
much more . ... "
STATISTICALLY
The Bruins continue a record-setting pace of 84.3 points a game, 13.0
-more-
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more than opponents.

The previous record 8.1 scoring margin was set in

1973-74.
Two players share identical scoring averages to lead the Bruins--both
Jury and Stone at 18.5 on 148 points each .

Stone also leads in rebounding

(8.0), in blocks (23) and is one behind Harrison in steals, 25 and 24.
Harrison leads the team in assists with 40 , 5.0 a game.
George Fox has racked up 126 steals- -16 per game.

The previous

school season record was 10.17 a game in 1978- 79.
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December 21, 1984
BRUINS, 6-2, TAKE HOLIDAY BREAK
WHAT'S BRUIN
The 6-2 George Fox College Bruins take an eight-day holiday break
before returning to practice Dec. 28 in preparation for three Northwest
Conference teams in five days starting Jan. 4.
The Bruins will meet Linfield College Jan. 4 in McMinnville,
Willamette University Jan. 5 in Newberg , and Pacific University Jan. 8 in
Forest Grove.

All three contests are rematches.

The Bruins are in the

midst of a string of contests that has them on the road in seven of eight
games.
Linfield, 4-1 going into a game Friday night, suffered its only loss
at Bruin hands, a 91-61 drubbing in Newberg Dec. 8.

The Yamhill County

rivals have met 32 times in 14 years of NAIA competition, GFC winning 20,
including six straight over a four-year span.
Willamette and George Fox met Dec. 4 in Salem with the Bruins
outpacing the Bearcats 71-52.
between the schools.

GFC has a chance to even the NAIA series

The Bearcats hold a 16-15 advantage over 18 years of

competition.
George Fox already has evened-up the NAIA series at 20 each with
Pacific with an 88-52 thumping of the Boxers Dec. 13 in Newberg.

The

Bruins have won five straight since 1980, but the teams did not meet a year
ago.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox combined a record shattering 11 steals by forward Curtis
Kimbrough and a Bruin season-high 30 points by guard Larry Jury to easily
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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down the University of California at San Diego 107-93 Wednesday night (Dec.
19) in Klamath Falls.
The Bruins came within just two points of tying the most points ever
scored by a GFC team in regulation time.
Kimbrough shattered the old GFC mark of seven steals in a game set
four different times in the last 10 years.

Jury's 30 points topped the 29

of forward Kenny Stone in the season opener this year.
The GFC win came against a school of 12,000 based in La Jolla.

The

Tritons came into the Oregon Tech Christmas tourney 5-3 and lost to Western
Baptist in the opening round.

George Fox, meanwhile was stopped by the

hosts, 95-77, to set up the Triton matchup.
The final outcome could have been worse for UCSD .

With a 31-point

lead and a quarter of the game remaining, Coach Mark Vernon elected to sit
down his starters and give experience to his backups.
George Fox jumped out early, leading by 10 (20-10) less than five
minutes into the game, and by 18 after 10 minutes.

At the half it was

58-41 for the Bruins, with Jury having 22.
The Bruins methodically pulled away to a 31 point margin, 88-57,
after nine minutes of the second half as the Bruins outscored the Tritons
30-16.
Jury's 30 points came on 14 field goals.

Forward Kenny Stone had 21

points as all five Bruin starters were in double figures with Kimbrough
adding 12, forward Greg Bolt 13 and guard Les Harrison 11, as he also dealt
out eight assists.
Warming up from the night before, George Fox hit .563 from the field
with Jury connecting on 14 of 17 attempts.
In the Tuesday (Dec. 18) Oregon Tech game it took the Owls a
tournament record 35 free throws to best the Bruins.

Both teams hit 30

field goals, but the hosts paraded to the charity line for 49 attempts as
GFC was whistled for 31 fouls, 20 in the second half.
-more-
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Owls won it as George Fox went to the line to collect just 17 points on 26
attempts.
But the Bruins were nearly as cold as the 10 degree weather outside,
hitting just .370 on the night.

In the opening half GFC shut down totally

for a seven minute stretch, going into that period one point behind (25-24)
at 9:07 and coming out trailing by six, before settling for a 42-30
halftime deficit.
George Fox roared back in the next period, however, outscoring the
Owls 15-4 in the first four minutes to come again within one, 46-45.

The

Bruins eventually took a lead (56-55)--briefly--at 10:24 but for just 12
seconds.
The cold shooting in the cold country showed in the stats:

Stone was

6 of 17, Jury 6 of 21, Harrison 1 of 6.
Kimbrough, although he led in no statistical category for the Bruins
except steals in the two-game tourney, was named to the all-tourney team.
The 6-3 sophomore recorded 12 points each night; 17 rebounds in the two
games, including a team-leading eight with San Diego; 14 steals in all, and
seven assists to earn the honor.
MARK'S REMARKS
Upcoming:

Linfield - "They will be ready for us after losing badly,

and they're always tough at home ••.. "
Willamette - "They are a team that has something to prove to us after
an earlier loss, and they'll be a tough opponent for us ...• "
Looking Back:

Oregon Tech - "We didn't shoot well and their match-up

zone gave us some problems; we had good shots, but they (OIT) seemed to be
there contesting ...• "
UC San Diego - "We played very well and Larry (Jury) had a fantastic
offensive game; the score was a little misleading--we should have won by
much more ••.• "
STATISTICALLY
The Bruins continue a record-setting pace of 84.3 points a game, 13.0
-more-
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more t han oppone nts.

The previous recor d 8 . 1 scoring ma rgin wa s se t in

1973-74.
Two player s sha re identical scor ing average s t o l ead t he Brui ns--both
Jury and Stone at 18.5 on 148 points each .

Stone al s o l eads i n rebounding

(8.0) , in blocks (2 3 ) and is one behind Harrison in steals , 25 and 24 .
Harrison leads the team in assists with 40 , 5 . 0 a game.
George Fox has racked up 126 s t eals-- 16 per game .

The previous

school season re cord was 10 . 17 a game in 1978- 79.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW.
George Fox Col l ege
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Willamette University
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December 17, 1984
BRUINS WIN OWN CLASSIC; ENTER OIT TOURNEY
.KHAT'S BRUIN
The 5-1 George Fox Bruins will see if they can make it two tournament .
championships in a row as they participate this week in the Oregon Tech
"Herald and News" basketball tournament in Klamath Falls.
Coach Mark Vernon's squad, victorious in winning GFC ' s own
Willcuts-Twenge Classic last week, is one of four teams competing in the OIT
tourney Tuesday and Wednesday (Dec. 18-19), Western Baptist and the University
of California at San Diego are the other participants.
The road swing, one of the longest of the year for the Bruins, marks the
start of a tough schedule that has GFC on the road in seven of its next eight
contests.

George Fox so far is a perfect 3-0 at home, and 2-1 on the road.

The Bruins will take on the host Owls in the second game of the opening
night.

The two schools have not met since 1980, when they were paired in the

NAIA District 2 Playoffs in Klamath Falls, GFC losing 69-67 . That's been a
familiar role for the Bruins, who have had four seasons ended at Oregon Tech
in playoff action:

in 1978 (79-65), in 1975 (72-56) and in 1974 (55-54), when

The Owls won the trip to Kansas City by the single point.

In NAIA competition

that began between the schools in 1965, GFC has 10 wins, Oregon Tech 21.
George Fox and UC San Diego have never met.

Western Baptist, third

place finisher in GFC's tournament, and the Bruins have met 33 times, GFC
victorious 25 times, including two of three games last season.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox College became the first repeater in seven years as the
Bruins won their own Willcuts-Twenge Memorial Classic Friday night (Dec. 14).
The Bruins last won their annual Christmas season tourney in 1979.
swamped Western Oregon State, the 1982 winner, for the title and trophy.
Coach Mark Vernon's team reached the championship game by an 88- 52
demolishing of Pacific University.

Western Oregon came to the final game
-more-
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with an 83-75 victory over Western Baptist, which finished third via a
58-52 win over Pacific.
For George Fox , the victory partially avenged a 79-72 setback by
WOSC in an NAIA District 2 Tip-Off game in Monmouth, the only loss of the
season for the Bruins , who have won four in a row.
It was a close matchup in the opening half with seven ties and seven
lead changes until GFC went ahead for good at 27-25 on a 12-foot jump shot
by forward Greg Bolt with 6:25 remaining .

At the half the Bruins held

their largest opening lead, 38-31 .
It was the first time in four contests the Bruins had not run up a
20-point margin by the half.

But that came just a few mi nutes later.

The

Bruins outplayed the Wol ves 16 - 3 in the first six minutes of the second
half to jump to a 54-34 lead with five players contributing.
On the other hand, the Wolves were held scoreless for a 5 1/2 minute
stretch and had just a single player scoring for the first 13 minutes.
Guard Don James produced all 17 of his squad's points in that span and by
that time GFC was out in front 63-48.
George Fox's largest lead came at 74-53 with three minutes remaining
and the Bruin bench in action.
Senior guard Larry Jury lead all players with 27 points, his season
high.

Forward Kenny Stone added 18, along with grabbing a game-high 12

rebounds and blocking four shots.

Bolt had 10 points.

Guard Les Harrison produced five assists and stole the ball six
times as GFC racked up 16 on the 23 turnovers by WOSC .
turnovers.

GFC had 12

George Fox outrebounded the Wolves--barely--43-42.

In the Pacific game, George Fox raced to a 10-4 lead after four
minutes, a pace that set the tone for the game--the third straight in
which the Bruins moved out to a 20-point lead over a Northwest Conference
opponent.
After nine minutes George Fox was out front 20-8, with 13 of those
by Stone, including a dunk, two layups, a jumper , a tip-in , one from
-more-
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underneath and a free throw.

By the half break George Fox was on top 49-20.

With a 35-point lead (66-31) after seven minutes into the second half,
Vernon called off his starters, and let his backup players have the game
experience.
But for the Boxers it continued to get worse.

With a final quarter to

go they were behind by 39 (72-33) the biggest margin of the night.
It was a night that went into the GFC records books--14 blocked shots, a
new mark topping the 10 blocks set twice in 1981.

Stone had five of those and

backup center Tom Ketelsen 6.
Stone, 8 of 9 for the night in just 21 minutes, finished with 18 points
to lead all players.

Jury had 15 , Bolt 10.

George Fox, which set a school record with 21 steals just the game
before, came close again, with 20.
turnovers for the night.

That was nearly half of the Boxer's 42

Where the Bruins did not dominate was rebounding--36

for the evening, while Pacific collected 44 .

MARK'S

Ketelsen led the Bruins with 7.

REMARK~

Upcoming:

"I really don't know much about any of the teams except

Western Baptist; we hope to be playing at our best and it should be a fun
tournament."
Western Oregon game:

"It was a close first half and both teams played

well; I think our pressure defense did it for us in the second half, but also
give credit to the 16 steals that turned the game around."
Pacific University game:

"Our pressure defense took them out of

everything they wanted to do and led to many easy baskets."
STATISTICALLY:
Sophomore Forward Kenny Stone missed just two shots in tournament games
(15 of 17) and has a .705 field goal percentage.

He leads the team in scoring

at 18.2, in rebounding at 7.8, in blocked shots at 22 and steals at 21.
George Fox now is averaging 81.7 points a game, 18 more than opponents.
-more-
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TOURNAMENT
Team Fi nishe s :
1. Geor ge Fox defe a ted Pa cific 88-52, defea ted We s t er n Oregon 78-64.

2. Wes t e rn Or egon defeated Western Baptist 83 -75, l os t t o GFC 78-64.
3. Western Baptist lost t o Western Oregon 83- 75, defea t ed Pacific 58-52.
4. Paci fi c lost to GFC 88-52, lost t o Western Bapti st 58-52 .
Scoring Lead e rs:
1.

Larry Jury, Ge orge Fox 42

2.

Don J ames, Western Oregon 38

3.
4.

Kenny Stone, George Fox 36

5.

Larry Wilson, Western Baptist 35

Dave Bickham, Western Baptist 36

Reboundi ng Leaders:
1.

Gary Will iamson, Western Baptist 24

2.

Bob Nippe rt, Western Oregon 19

3.

Dave Bickham, Western Bapti st 16

4.

Ke nny Stone, George Fox 13

5.

Jim Shaw, Western Oregon 13

Al l-Star Team:
Larry Jury, 6-2 senior guard, George Fox (unanimous)
Kenny Stone, 6-6 sophomore forward, George Fox (unanimous )
Ga ry Wi lliamson, 60-6 junior forward, Western Baptist (una nimous)
Don James, 5-11 junior forward, Western Oregon
J im Shaw, 6-4 senior forward , Western Oregon.

-30-
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BRUINS WIN OWN CLASSIC; ENTER OIT TOURNEY
1ll:IAT'S BRUIN
The 5-1 George Fox Bruins will see if they can make it two tournament .
championships in a row as they participate this week in the Oregon Tech
"Herald and News" basketball tournament in Klamath Falls.
Coach Mark Vernon's squad, victorious in winning GFC's own
Willcuts-Twenge Classic last week, is one of four teams competing in the OIT
tourney Tuesday and Wednesday (Dec. 18-19), Western Baptist and the University
of California at San Diego are the other participants.
The road swing, one of the longest of the year for the Bruins, marks the
start of a tough schedule that has GFC on the road in seven of its next eight
contests.

George Fox so far is a perfect 3-0 at home, and 2-1 on the road.

The Bruins will take on the host Owls in the second game of the opening
night.

The two schools have not met since 1980, when they were paired in the

NAIA District 2 Playoffs in Klamath Falls, GFC losing 69-67. That's been a
familiar role for the Bruins, who have had four seasons ended at Oregon Tech
in playoff action:

in 1978 (79-65), in 1975 (72-56) and in 1974 (55-54), when

The Owls won the trip to Kansas City by the single point.

In NAIA competition

that began between the schools in 1965, GFC has 10 wins, Oregon Tech 21.
George Fox and UC San Diego have never met.

Western Baptist, third

place finisher in GFC's tournament, and the Bruins have met 33 times, GFC
victorious 25 times, including two of three games last season.
LOOKING BACK
George Fox College became the first repeater in seven years as the
Bruins won their own Willcuts-Twenge Memorial Classic Friday night (Dec. 14).
The Bruins last won their annual Christmas season tourney in 1979.
swamped Western Oregon State, the 1982 winner, for the title and trophy.
Coach Mark Vernon's team reached the championship game by an 88-52
demolishing of Pacific University.

Western Oregon came to the final game
-more-
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with an 83-75 victory over Western Baptist, which finished third via a
58-52 win over Pacific.
For George Fox, the victory partially avenged a 79-72 setback by
WOSC in an NAIA District 2 Tip-Off game in Monmouth, the only loss of the
season for the Bruins , who have won four in a row.
It was a close matchup in the opening half with seven ties and seven
lead changes until GFC went ahead for good at 27-25 on a 12-foot jump shot
by forward Greg Bolt with 6:25 remaining.

At the half the Bruins held

their largest opening lead, 38-31.
It was the first time in four contests the Bruins had not run up a
20-point margin by the half.

But that came just a few minutes later.

The

Bruins outplayed the Wolves 16-3 in the first six minutes of the second
half to jump to a 54-34 lead with five players contributing.
On the other hand, the Wolves were held scoreless for a 5 1/2 minute
stretch and had just a single player scoring for the first 13 minutes.
Guard Don James produced all 17 of his squad's points in that span and by
that time GFC was out in front 63-48.
George Fox's largest lead came at 74-53 with three minutes remaining
and the Bruin bench in action.
Senior guard Larry Jury lead all players with 27 points, his season
high.

Forward Kenny Stone added 18, along with grabbing a game-high 12

rebounds and blocking four shots.

Bolt had 10 points.

Guard Les Harrison produced five assists and stole the ball six
times as GFC racked up 16 on the 23 turnovers by WOSC.
turnovers.

GFC had 12

George Fox outrebounded the Wolves--barely--43-42.

In the Pacific game, George Fox raced to a 10-4 lead after four
minutes, a pace that set the tone for the game--the third straight in
which the Bruins moved out to a 20-point lead over a Northwest Conference
opponent.
After nine minutes George Fox was out front 20-8, with 13 of those
by Stone, including a dunk, two layups, a jumper, a tip- in , one from
-more-
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underneath and a free throw .

By the half break George Fox was on top 49-20.

With a 35-point lead (66-31) after seven minutes into the second half,
Vernon called off his starters , and let his backup players have the game
experience.
But for the Boxers it continued to get worse.

With a final quarter to

go they were behind by 39 (72-33) the biggest margin of the night.
It was a night that went into the GFC records books--14 blocked shots, a
new mark topping the 10 blocks set twice in 1981.

Stone had five of those and

backup center Tom Ketelsen 6 .
Stone, 8 of 9 for t he night in just 21 minutes , finished with 18 points
to lead all players .

Jury had 15 , Bolt 10 .

George Fox, which set a school record with 21 steals just the game
before, came close agai n, with 20.
turnovers for the night.

That was nearly half of the Boxer's 42

Where the Bruins did not dominate was rebounding--36

for the evening , while Pacific collected 44.

MARK'S

Ketelsen led the Bruins with 7.

REMA]K~

Upcoming:

"I really don't know much about any of the teams except

Western Baptist; we hope to be playing at our best and it should be a fun
tournament . "
Western Oregon game:

"It was a close first half and both teams played

well; I think our pressure defense did it for us in the second half, but also
give credit to the 16 steals that turned the game around."
Pacific University game:

"Our pressure defense took them out of

everything they wanted to do and led to many easy baskets."
STATISTICALLY:
Sophomore Forward Kenny Stone missed just two shots in tournament games
(15 of 17) and has a .705 field goal percentage.

He leads the team in scoring

at 18.2, in rebounding at 7. 8, in blocked shots at 22 and steals at 21.

George Fox now is averaging 81 . 7 points a game, 18 more than opponents.
- more-
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George Fox College

90
Columbia Christian College
72
Western Oregon State College
71
Willamette University
91
Linfield College
88
Pacific
78
Western Oregon State College
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW .

74
79
52
61
52
64

TOURNAMEN T
Team Finishes:
1. George Fox defeated Pacific 88- 52, defeated Western Or egon 78- 64.
2 . Wes tern Oregon defeated Western Baptist 83-75, lost t o GFC 78- 64 .
3. Wes tern Baptist lost to Western Oregon 83-75, defeated Paci f ic 58-52.
4. Pacific lost to GFC 88-52, lost to Western Baptist 58-52 .
Scor ing Leaders:
1.

La rry Jury, George Fox 42

2.

Don James, Western Oregon 38

3.

Kenny Stone, George Fox 36

4.

Dave Bickham, Western Baptist 36

5.

Larry Wilson, Western Baptist 35

Rebounding Leaders:
1.

Gary Williamson, Western Baptist 24

2.

Bob Nippert, Western Oregon 19

3.

Dave Bickham, Western Baptist 16

4.

Kenny Stone, George Fox 13

5.

Jim Shaw, Western Oregon 13

All-Star Team:
Larry Jury, 6- 2 senior guard, George Fox (una nimous)
Kenny Stone, 6-6 sophomore forward, George Fox (unanimous )
Gary Williamson , 60-6 junior forward, Western Baptist (unanimous)
Don James, 5-11 junior forward, Western Oregon
Jim Sh aw, 6-4 senior forward, Western Oregon.
-30-
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BASKETBALL BRUINS ANNOUNCE RADIO BROADCASTS

The George Fox College basketball Bruins this season will be
broadcast on both radio and television.
Radio station KWIP has announced plans to broadcast Bruin basketball
games live throughout the Northern Willamette Valley.
The station, at 880 AM, broadcast NAIA District 2 Tip-Off contests
and will broadcast the annual Willcuts-Twenge Classic on the Newberg
Campus Dec. 13-14.
In addition, plans call for initial year broadcasts of up to 10
games. according to station manager Eric Norberg, who has guided the
station to be come one of the Northwest's first with dual-city
identification--Dallas/Salem Sports announcer will be Don Costa.

Game times are 7:30 p.m. during

the regular season, and at 9 p.rn. the first night of the Christmas-season
tourney.
George Fox men's basketball games also w.i ll be televised locally in
Yamhill County on Liberty Cable Television Channel 7.

The cooperative

program with the George Fox Video Center videotapes selected home games
for the Bruin Broadcasting Network.
-more-
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Coordination of the BBN is through the GFC Video Center which
supplies the production personnel and technicians .

Arrangements can be

made for distribution of the game tapes to hometowns of opponent teams .
Announcers are Shaun Mcnay . a 1983 GFC grad who now is a member of
the college's Admissions staff . and GFC senior Gene Christian. a
communication arts major.
It is believed the George Fox television plan, founded in February.
1983, was the first small college program for television in Oregon.
All games will be cablecast at 8 p.m.

The schedules is:

Jan. 22

Northwest Nazarene; Jan . 29 Lewis and Clark; Jan. 30 Eastern Oregon; Feb.
12 Warner Pacific; Feb. 13 Concordia and Feb. 26 Columbia Christian.
-30-
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BRUINS OVERWHELM LINFIELD, WILLAMETTE; HOST OWN CLASSIC THIS WEEK

WHAT'S BRUIN_;_
George Fox, with two Impressive wins over Northwest Conference
teams, takes Its 3-1 early-season mark Into its own Wil lcuts-Twenge
Classic starting Thursday (Dec. 13) with anal I Wil lamette Val ley I ineup.
The Bruins meet Pacific in the 9 p.m. contest preceded by a 7 p.m.
game between Western Baptist and Western Oregon .
Winners of opening night games meet at 9 p.m. Friday

losers at 7

p.m.
Western Oregon's Wolves are 5- 1 going Into this week's action.
Including 79-72 win over George Fox in the NAIA District 2 Tip-Off In
Monmouth, the Bruins' only loss.
Western Baptist is 3-2 while Pacific Is 1-4.
The seventh-annual George Fox Christmas season tourney Is cal led the
11

Ron WII I cuts- Da I e Twenge Memoria I Basketba I I ClassIc, 11 honorIng two

Newberg men, both col lege leaders, who died in an airplane crash in
Eastern Oregon in June, 1980.
Both men were George Fox alumni , active in the col lege basketbal I
program as players and later as supporters.
- moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG , OREGON 97132
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Famll ies of both men, at the time of their death, requested
establ lshment of athletic funds In their names at the col lege.
WII I cuts, 41 at his death, was a member of the George Fox Board of
Trustees,

Twenge~

36 at his death, was a member of the col lege's Alumni

Board and chairman of the alumni fund campaign.

They died with two others

In the crash of a smal I plane In a severe thunderstorm near Baker. Ore.
Tickets prices for the tournament are $3 for adults, $2 for
students. and $1 for children and senior citizens.
LOOKING BACK:
Ask a George Fox fan about Saturday's Linfield game and you're not
I lkely to get a footbal I response.

What you wll I get, perhaps, Is an

enthusiastic exclamation of the Bruins' 91-61 demol lshing of the
basketbal I Wildcats.
It spoiled the Wildcats perfect 4-0 mark and Improved GFC to 3-1.
The Bruins might be accused of stealing the game from the visiting
team--GFC produced a record 21 steals, topping the old school mark of 19
set against Wil lamette 10 years ago.
The 30-point win was the sixth straight victory

ove~

four years by

George Fox over Its cross-county rival and was the biggest margin of
victory by either team in 32 games In 14 years of NAJA competition.
It could have been an even bigger win.

The Bruins rolled out to a

35-polnt margin at one point with Coach Mark Vernon deciding to play the
-more-
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last quarter of the game with his subs.

But the scoring continued to keep

pace as alI 11 Bruins scored.
George Fox took command early, racing to a 12-4 spread after five
minutes, 22-13 after 10 and 42-21 after 15 minutes on Its way to 52-30
halftime bulge.
Holding the Wildcats scoreless for the first six minutes of the
second half . George Fox added 13 of its own to build It largest lead at
65-30.

Just minutes later Vernon cal led In the subs.
Although the victory was commanding. the Bruins were not exceptional

from the field, just . 478 on the night on 32 of 67 field goal attempts.
The difference, perhaps, was Linfield's .309 on 21 of 68.
But also give credit to the Bruins' assists:
compared to 5 for Linfield.

25 for the night

Three Bruins. guards Les Harrison and AI

Vasey and forward Curtis Kimbrough, each tal I ied five.

Then there were

the blocked shots. eight in alI (0 for Linfield) with forward Kenny Stone
swatting away five Linfield attempts.

GFC recorded 23 turnovers to 37 for

the visitors, 21 of those on the steals with Stone and Harrison each
picking up six.
Forward Greg Bolt led the scoring attack with 17 as four Bruins were
In double-figures.

Senior forward/guard Larry Jury had 16 and and Stone

and Kimbrough 13 each.

Stone produced his statistics in just 15 minutes

of play as the non-starters picked up half the playing time.
-more-
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The win was the second In a row in which GFC has overwhelmed a
Northwest Conference team in the opening half.

Vernon's squad crushed

host WII lamette University Tuesday (Dec. 4), 71 - 52.

The Bruins excel led

In defense In the first half, holding the Bearcats to just 19 points.
while rol I lng up 38 points themselves.

The defense kept the Bearcats to

just a single basket In a seven minutes stretch as GFC built up a 21-polnt
opening-half margin.

It was closer in the second half (nine points), but

the Bruins kept control and outpaced Wil lamette 19-9 in the final five
minutes to take the win .
Bolt also led the point production in that game with 16.
and Jury had 12 each.

Stone

Kimbrough

who had eight points, collected a game-high

seven rebounds as GFC won that battle 36-21.

The Bruins had 14 steals (7

for WII lamette). 24 assists (12 for Wil lamette), and shot at

617 from the

f I oor ( .404 for WIll amette).
MA~

Is

RE~!ARKS

Linfield Game:

"It was a good team effort; our quickness controlled

the game and made things difficult for Linfield.

We beat a good

team--that helps our confidence."
STATIST L~lll'.;_
George Fox is averaging 81-0 points a game, 14.5 more than
opponents.

Although the Bruin average is just 2.4 more than a year ago,

GFC is holding Its opponents to nine fewer points a contest.
-more-
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GFC has a 7.0 rebounding edge at 43.8 to 36.8.
Four Bruins in double figure scoring. led by the 18.3

of Stone, who

also leads in rebounds at 8 . 5, in blocks with 13 and in steals with 14.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW.
-30-
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BRU INS OVERWHELM LINFIELD, WILLAMETTE; HOST OWN CLASSIC THIS WEEK

WHAT'S BRUIN_;_
George Fox, with two Impressive wins over Nort hwest Conference
teams, takes Its 3-1 early-season mark Into its own Wil lcuts-Twenge
Classic starting Thursday (Dec. 13) with anal I Wil lamette Val ley I ineup .
The Bruins meet Pacific in the 9 p.m . contest preceded by a 7 p.m .
game between Western Baptist and Western Oregon .
Winners of opening night games meet at 9 p.m. Friday

losers at 7

p.m.
Western Oregon's Wolves are 5-1 going Into this week ' s action.
Including 79-72 win over George Fox in the NAIA District 2 Tip-Off In
Monmouth, the Bruins' only loss.
Western Baptist is 3-2 while Pacific is 1-4.
The seventh-annual George Fox Christmas season tourney Is cal led the
"Ron WI ll cuts-Da I e Twenge Memo;· I a I Basketba I I ClassIc, " honor l ng two
Newberg men, both col lege leaders, who died i n an a i rplane crash in
Eastern Oregon In J une, 1980.
Both men were George Fox alumni , active i n the col lege basketba l I
program as players and later as supporters.
-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG , OREGON 97132
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Famll ies of both men, at the time of their death, requested
establ lshment of athletic funds In their names at the col lege.
WII lcuts , 41 at his death, was a member of the George Fox Board of
Trustees,

Twenge~

36 at his death , was a member of the col lege's Alumni

Board and chairman of the alumni fund campaign .

They died with two others

In the crash of a smal I plane In a severe thunderstorm near

Baker ~

Ore.

Tickets prices for the tournament are $3 for adults, $2 for
students. and $1 for children and senior citizens .
LOOKING BACK:
Ask a George Fox fan about Saturday ' s Linfield game and you're not
likely to get a football response.

What you will get, perhaps, Is an

enthusiastic exc l amation of the Bruins' 91-61 demol ishing of the
basketbal I Wildcats.
It spoiled the Wildcats perfect 4-0 mark and Improved GFC to 3-1.
The Bruins might be accused of steal lng the game from the visiting
team--GFC produced a record 21 steals, topping the old school mark of 19
set against WII lamette 10 years ago.
The 30-point win was the sixth straight victory over four years by
George Fox over Its cross-county rival and was the biggest margin of
victory by either team in 32 games In 14 years of NAIA competition.
It could have been an even bigger win .

The Bruins rolled out to a

35-polnt margin at one point with Coach Mark Vernon deciding to play the
-more-
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last quarter of the game with his subs.

But the scoring continued to keep

pace as alI 11 Bruins scored.
George Fox took command early, racing to a 12-4 spread after five
minutes, 22-13 after 10 and 42-21 after 15 minutes on Its way to 52-30
halftime bulge.
Holding the Wildcats scoreless for the first six minutes of the
second half. George Fox added 13 of its own to build It largest lead at
65-30.

Just minutes later Vernon cal led In the subs.
Although the victory was commanding. the Bruins were not exceptional

from the field, just .478 on the night on 32 of 67 field goal attempts .
The difference, perhaps, was Linfield's .309 on 21 of 68.
But also give credit to the Bruins' assists:
compared to 5 for Linfield.

25 for the night

Three Bruins, guards Les Harrison and AI

Vasey and forward Curtis Kimbrough, each tal I led five.

Then there were

the blocked shots, eight in alI (0 for Linfield) with forward Kenny Stone
swatting away five Linfield attempts.

GFC recorded 23 turnovers to 37 for

the visitors, 21 of those on the steals with Stone and Harrison each
picking up six.
Forward Greg Bolt led the scoring attack with 17 as four Bruins were
In double-figures.

Senior forward/guard Larry Jury had 16 and and Stone

and Kimbrough 13 each .

Stone produced his statistics in just 15 minutes

of play as the non-starters picked up half the playing time.
-more-
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The win was the second In a row in which GFC has overwhelmed a
Northwest Conference team in the opening half.

Vernon's squad crushed

host WII lamette University Tuesday (Dec. 4), 71-52.

The Bruins excel led

In defense In the first half, holding the Bearcats to just 19 points.
while rol I lng up 38 points themselves.

The defense kept the Bearcats to

just a single basket In a seven minutes stretch as GFC built up a 21-polnt
opening-half margin.

It was closer In the second half (nine points), but

the Bruins kept control and outpaced Wil lamette 19-9 in the final five
minutes to take the win.
Bolt also led the point production in that game with 16.
and Jury had 12 each.

Stone

Kimbrough

who had eight points, collected a game-high

seven rebounds as GFC won that battle 36-21.

The Bruins had 14 steals (7

for Wil lamette). 24 assists (12 for Wil lamette), and shot at

617 from the

floor (,404 for Wlllamette).
MA~ I

s REMARKS
Linfield Game:

"It was a good team effort; our quickness controlled

the game and made things difficult for Linfield.

We beat a good

team--that helps our confidence."
STAT IST leh.l...L.Y.;_
George Fox is averaging 81 -0 points a game, 14.5 more than
opponents.

Although the Bruin average is just 2.4 more than a year ago,

GFC is holding its opponents to nine fewer points a contest.
-more-
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GFC has a 7.0 rebounding edge at 43.8 to 36.8.
Four Bruins in double figure scoring. led by the 18.3

of Stone, who

also leads in rebounds at 8.5, in blocks with 13 and in steals with 14.
COMPLETE STATS FOLLOW.
-30-
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GFC 1-1; FACES LINFIELD, WILLAMETTE

WHAT'S BRUIN;

George Fox Col lege continues Its young season on the road, traveling
to Salem Tuesday night (Dec. 4) to meet Wil lamette University.

Saturday

the Bruins stage their home opener, hosting Linfield Col lege in a 7:30
p.m. contest In Miller Gymnasium, Wheeler Sports Center.
WII lamette and GFC have faced off 30 times In 20 years of NAIA
competiTion dating back to 1965.

The Bearcats hold a 16-14 edge.

The two

teams split a year ago, each team Winning at home.
WII lamette is being guided by former Portland Trail Blazer Geoff
Peirle, filling In for Rich Glas, on a one-year sabbatical.
In the cross-county

rivalry Wlih Linfield, GFC has a 19-12 NAIA

advantage, w1nning both games a year ago from Coach Tim Mil ler 1 s team.
LOOKING BAa<-&.
Ask George Fox College basketball coach Mark Vernon if he believes
In jinxes and you might get a positive response.
The Newberg school lost a 79-72 NAIA District Tip-Off championship
-more-
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contest to Western Oregon State Sat urday night (Dec. 1) .

It might have

been predicted--George Fox has not won a contest in Monmouth in 19 years
of NAIA competiTion--22 consecut 1v e losses.
It wasn't that the Bru i ns d idn ' t t ry , they had a 31 - 28 hal f time
lead ana held it tnrough the first s ix minutes of the second half when the
Wolves reeled off 10 consec utive po ints to move oui to a nine-point lead
at 50-41.

The Bruins never caught up , but came close .

With 1:22 left,

s ophomore forward Kenny Stone stol e an inbounds pass and connected on a
three-footer from the ri9ht to pull the Bruins within two at 70-68 .

That

was tne closest IT came as the los s string in Monmouth continues .
George Fox kepi In content i on despite a poor night from the field ,
jus t

.3~ r

on 21 of 69 attempts .

ITs s hots ( .556 on 30 of 54 ) .

Meantime, WOSC was hitting more than half
Th e Bruins were paced by sophomore forward

Kenny Stone's 23 poi nts by t he 14 of guard Larry Jury and 13 of senior
Greg Bo l t.
George Fox had a 43-41 reb oundIng edge, I ed by the 11 of Stone and
f orward Curtis Kimbrough.
George Fox reached the NAIA Tip-Oft championship game via a 90-74
w1n over Columbia Christia n Frida y night.

Vernon's squad never trailed in

t hat contest, start1ng oui 6-0 , then movi ng it to 9-2 and t aking a 10
po1nt lead at (29-19) with just ove r sev e n minutes remaining in t he hal f.
The Cl i ppers outscored GFC 14-8 in the opening four minutes of the
second half to t1e the game 48-eac h.

But ii was a short-1 lved tte--just

- more-
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21 se conds before Ju r y popped in a 15 f ooter from the left side to move
t he Bru i ns out i n front f or good.
Geor ge Fox held the Clippers scoreless four minutes in the middle of
t he half ana mov ed out in front by nine and gradually bui It its lead.
Stone, expecTed to be t ne Br uins' mainstay for the year, proved
equa l to tne ta s k.

On his open i ng n i ght he was 12 of 14 from the floor on

h is way to 2 9 po1nts.

He grabbed a game-hi gh ten rebounds and blocked

f our sh ots .
J ury add e d 17 poi nts , cente r Ma rk Smith 12 an d Bolt 10.

GFC

ouTrebounded Co lumb ia Ch ri stian 44- 35.
Altho ugh Geo r ge Fox had a s izz l i ng . 690 field goa l av e r age in the
seco nd ha I f , . 600 f or the game, t he Bruins s tru gg I ed at th e I 1ne
conneCT i ng on just 24 of 3 9 at tempt s , .615 on the n1ght.

Upcomi ng :

Wi1 l amette- "Th ey gra duated a l ot of playe rs , but the y
are pl aying at h'ome a nd sh o uld be t o ugh • . • "
Linfi e l a - "Th ey a re 3- 0 a nd hav e got to be hap py com i ng
i n t o us ; it s hou l d be a good game • •. "

Look ing Back:

Columb i a Chris t ian

-"V-I e pl ayed we ll co nside ri ng i t was

o ur f i r s t game .; Ke nn y (Stone) was except ional • •• "
\'/ est e rn Oregon - " it was the most f rus trat i ng game in mv
I

th r ee yea r s o t coachi ng; we domi na t ed in every wa y except
we could n't put it in t he hoop; we pl ayed a team on t he
r oad and s hot 35 pe rcent and we r e sti II in th e
game-- th at 's pr om is i ng •••• "
-mor e -
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S"TATIS I I CALLY ;

George Fox's super sophomore Kenny Stone is averaging 26 points a
game arter just two contests as he l eads the Bruins in tour categories .
His 1U . 5 rebound average is the hi9 hest and he has a team-leading 7 steals
and tour blocked shots.
Guard Larry J ury is averaging 15.5 points a game, guard Greg Bolt
11.5
COMPLETE SlATS FOLLOW .
Game-b y- Gam e
9U
79

Columbia Chr i st i an College
Western Orego n State Col lege
-30-
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WHAT'S BRUIN :
George Fox Col lege continues its young season on the road , traveling
to Salem Tuesday nigh t (Dec . 4) to meet Wil lamette University.

Saturday

the Bruins stage their home opener, hosting Linfield Col lege in a 7:30
p.m. contest In Miller Gymna sium, Wheeler Sports Center.
WI I lamette and GFC have faced off 30 times In 20 years of NAIA
competiTion dating back to

196~.

The Bearcats hola a 16-14 edge.

The two

teams splIT a year ago, each team winning at home.
WII lamette is being guided by former Portland Tral I Blazer Geoff
PeTrie, fiJI ing In for Rich Glas, on a one-year sabbatical .
In the cross-country rivalry With Linfield, GFC has a 19-12 NAIA
advantage, w1nning both games a year ago from Coach Tim Mil ler 1 s team.
LOOKING BAa<;
As k George Fox Co I I ege basketba I I coach Mark Vernon If he be I 1eves
in jinxes and you might get a positive response.
The Newberg sch oo l lost a 79-72 NAIA District Tip-Off championship
- moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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contest to Western Orego n State Sa turday night (Dec. 1).

It might have

been predicted--George Fox has not won a contest in Monmouth in 19 years
of NA IA competiTion--22 co nsec ut 1v e losses .
It wasn ' t that the Bruins didn't try, they had a 31-28 half time
lead an a held i t tnrough the firs t six minutes of the second half when the
Wo l ves reeled off 10 consecutive points to move out to a nine-point lead
at 50-41 .

Th e Bruins never caught up , but came close.

With 1:22 left,

sop homore fo r ward Kenny Stone sto le an inbounds pass and connected on a
t hr ee-footer from the right to pull the Bruins within two at 70-68.

That

was t ne c l osest IT came as the l oss string in Monmouth continues .
Geor ge Fox kept in co nte nti on despite a poor night from the field,
jus t .3Y J on 27 of 69 attempt s .
iTs shots ( .556 on 30 of 54 ) .

Meantime, WOSC was hitting more than half
The Bruins were paced by sophomore forward

Kenny Sto ne ' s 23 po i nts by t he 14 of guard Larry Jury and 13 of senior
Greg Bolt.
Geo r ge Fox had a 43-41 rebounding edge, I ed by the 11 of Stone and
f orward Curtis Kimbrough.
George Fox reached the NA IA Tip-Oft championship game via a 90-74
w1 n over Columbia Christian Frida y night .

Vernon's squad never trailed in

that contest , start 1ng out 6-0, the n moving it to 9-2 and t aking a 10
po1nt lead at (29-1 9) with just ove r sev e n minutes remaining in the half.
The Ci i ppers outscored GFC 14-8 in the opening four minutes of the
second half t o t1e the game 48-each.

But it was a short-1 ived tie--just

- more-
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21 seco nds before J ury popped in a 15 footer from the left s i de t o mov e
the Bruins o ut in front for good.
George Fox hel d the Cl ippers scorel ess four minutes in t he middl e of
t he hal f a nd moved o ut i n fro nt by nine and gr adually bui It i t s lead.
Stone, expecTed to be the Brui ns' mai nstay fo r t he year, proved
equal to t he task.

On h is opening n ig ht he was 12 of 14 from t he f loor on

his way t o 29 po1nt s.

He grabbe d a game-h igh t e n r ebo unds a nd b l oc ked

fo ur shot s .
Jur y ad de d 17 po ints , cent e r Mark Smi th 12 an d Bolt 10 .

GFC

ouTrebounded Columbia Chri st i a n 44- 35.
Altho ugh Geor ge Fox ha d a s izz li ng . 690 f ie l d goa l ave r age i n t he
seco nd ha I f , .600 for the game, the Brui ns st ru gg I ed at t he I 1ne
connecT 1 ng on j ust 24 of 3 9 attem pts , . 615 on t he n 1ght.

MARK ' S REr-J.L\.RK.S_;_
Upcom ing:

Wi l l amett e - "They grad uate d a lot of pl ay e rs, but they
a re pI ay i r. g a t horne a nd sho u I d be to ugh ••• "
Li nf ie l d - "They are 3-0 a nd hav e got to be happy coming
in t o us; it sh ou ld be a good game •• • "

LooKing Back:

Co lumbia Christ ian

- " 1de pl ayed we ll conside r in g i t was

our f i rs t game .: Ke nn y (Stone) was except iona l •• • "
\'/ es t ern Orego n - " It was the most fru s trat i ng gam8 in my
th r ee yea r s ot coach ing; we dominated in eve r y way except
we couldn ' t pu t it i n t he hoop; we played a team on the
r oad and s hot 35 pe rcent and we r e sti II in the
gam e-- t hat ' s prom i s ing •• • • "
-m ar- P -
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SJAIIS I I CALLY;

George Fox's s uper sophomore Kenny Stone is averaging 26 points a
game arter just two contests as he leads the Bruins in four categories.
His 1U .5 rebound average is the hi9 hest and he has a team-leading 7 steals
and four blocked shots.
Guard Larry Jury is averaging 15.5 points a game, guard Greg Bolt
11.5
COMPLETE SlATS FOLLOW.
Game- by-Game
9U
79

Columbia Chr isti an Col lege
Western Oregon State Col lege
-30-

74
72

ACCUHULATIV E
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Bruin Basketball:
HOW IT LOOKS FOR 1984-85

George Fox Coach Mark Vernon has a goal .

If he reaches it the

Bruins will not only have a good season, they'll have one of their best
ever.
But, to answer the most obvious questions first--no, the Bruins
have not replaced "All-Everything" Randy Dunn, GFC's most honored
player ever.

His efforts and honors will be missed, but Vernon says its

not devastating .
In fact, the third year Bruin coach says 1 "we' 11 be a better team."
He doesn't say that negatively against Dunn, but positively in the fact
that he believes this year's players will be required to do more individually
without relying on one outstanding player.
Vernon, in fact, is not hedging his forcast with the usual "cautiously
optimistic" prediction .

He's removing that standard qualifier and he's

"very optimistic."
The bright outlook is bolstered by more experience, and some good
recruiting.

For example, last year the Bruins started with a total of 11

years of experienced college ball.

This year 17 years are on hand .

-moreGEORGE FOX COLLEGE/NEWBERG, OREGON 97132
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added college-level experience should show up in our play," says Vernon.
With four starters back, four "quality" recruits, and some good
bench personnel Vernon claims the Bruins are the deepest in his three
seasons.

"He're strong at every position and the back up; we're 10 deep,"

he says.
Now about that goal:

Vernon wants not only to make the NAIA district

2 playoffs, he wants to host a game.

That means a finish in the top four.

It would be a first for George Fox, which has

never hosted a district

playoff game in 11 contests in 14 years.
The Bruins will feature fast-break basketball, with a pressoriented team "looking to run at every opportunity," according to Vernon.
The Bruins should have a good rebounding squad, a help in the running game.
While last season the Bruins set up for Dunn , this year's team1 according
to Vernon, probably will score more points than last year because

it will

have more ways to score.
Some of those ways will be with forward/center Kenny Stone and guard/
forward Larry Jury.

Stone ,

expected to take over the point production

leadership, averaged 10.4 last year as a freshman and was the most accurate
at .591.

Perhaps the district's best freshman, Stone also is an intimidator

on defense, blocking 72 shots last year to lead the district.
Jury , the second highest returning scorer in the district, followed
Dunn in scoring last season at 16.3 and is exp e ct ed

to cont inue his output.

Also ex pected to score more is junior forward Al Vasey , who has been
more in the habit of feeding the ball to his teammate--167 assists last
year for a 6.0 average.

And there's Greg Bolt, who contributed 8.6 points a

game and is t he fourth returning starter .
-more-
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Among the top newcomers are Mark Smith, a junior transfer from
Chemeketa Community College where he averaged 10 . 0 points a game, and guard
Mark Cramer with two seasons at Warner Pacific College .

Also bringing

experience is junior transfer Les Harrison with two seasons at Western
Iowa Community College .

The top freshman in the fold is Eric Lautenbach,

a much sought-after recruit who captained his Sunset High team with a
14.0 scoring average.

-30-

EXPERIENCE CHART
LETTERMEN RETURNING:

STARTERS RETURNING:

Greg Bolt, Larry Jury, Tom Ketelsen, Curtis Kimbrough,
Matt Mount, Dwight Patterson , Kenny Stone, Al Vasey
Greg Bolt, Larry Jury, Kenny Stone, Al Vasey

NEWCOMERS:

Mark Cramer, Les Harrison, Eric Lautenbach, David Lee, Mark Smith

BY CLASS:

Seniors--Greg Bolt, Larry Jury, Dwight Patterson; Juniors-- Mark
Cramer, Les Harrison, Matt Mount, Mark Smith, Al Vasey; Sophomores-Tom Ketelsen, Curtis Kimbrough, Kenny Stone; Freshman--Eric
Lautenbach, David Lee

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE
BRUIN BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
1984-85
.November
30-Dec 1 Fri-Sat

NAIA District 2 Tip-Off
Monmouth
(Columbia Christian vs GFC, WOSC vs Pacific)
(7:00p.m.)
(9:00p.m.)

7:30 p.m.

December

13-14

Tues
Sat
Thurs-Frl

18-19

Tues-Wed

4
8

WII lamette University
Salem
7:30 p.m.
Linfield Col lege
Newberg
7:30 p.m.
WII lcuts/Twenge Tournament
Newberg
7:30 p.m.
<WOSC vs. WB, GFC vs. Pacific)
(7:00p.m.)
(9:00p.m.)
Oregon Tech Tourney
7:30p.m.
Klamath Fal l s
(Western Baptist vs. U.C. San Diego, GFC vs. OIT)
( 7: 00 p.m. )
(9:00 p.m.)

January
4
5
8
11
12
18
19
21

25
26

Frl
Sat
Tues
Fri
Sat
Frl
Fri
Moo
Frl
Sat

L1 nf i el d Coli ege
Wil l amette University
Pacific University
Western Baptist Col lege
Columbia Christian Col l ege
Concordia Col lege
Northwest Nazarene Col lege
Warner Pacific Col lege
Lewis & Clark Col lege
Eastern Oregon State Col lege

Mctvl i nnv II I e
Newberg
Forest Grove
Salem
Portland
Portland
Newberg
Portland
Newberg
Newberg

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

Frl
Sat
Fri
Sat
Fri
Sat
Moo
Fri

Western Oregon State Col lege
Western Baptist Col lege
Warner Pacific Co l lege
Concordia Col lege
Col lege of Idaho
Northwest Nazarene Col lege
Eastern Oregon State Col lege
Columbia Christian Col lege

LaGrande
Newberg
Newberg
Newberg
Caldwell, Idaho
Nampa, Idaho
LaGrande
Newberg

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
4:15p.m .
7:30 p.m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

February
1
2
8
9

15
16

18
22

Coach: Mark Vernon
Athletic Director: Rich AI Ien
Sports Information Director: Barry Hubbel I
Athletic Trainer: Rob Parker

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE
1984-85 BASKETBASKETBALL ROSTER
HI

WT

AGE

YR

EXP

HOMETOWN CH . S.)

F

6-4

G

6-0

G
G/F

5-9

185
170
150
180
205
200
200

21
22
20
23
19
22
18

Sr
Jr
Jr
Sr
So
So
Fr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Jr
So
Jr

2JC/ IV
2V
2JC
2JC/ IV
IV
IV
HS
HS
2V
3V
2JC
IV
2V

Portland, Ore. (Clackamas)
Olympia, Wash. (Tumwater)
Omaha, Neb. (Central)
lndianapol is, Ind. (George Washington)
Grants Pass (Grants Pass)
Indianapolis, Ind . (George Washington)
Portland, Ore . (Sunset)
Portland, Ore. (Portland Christian)
Bainbridge, Is., Wash. (Bainbridge)
Nase I Ie, Wash. ( Nase I I e)
Portland, Ore. (Grant)
Winlock, Wash. (Winlock)
Sweet Home, Ore. (Sweet Home)

tMME

HOME

AWAY

POS

Bolt, Greg
Cramer, Mark
Harrison, Les
Jury, Larry
Ketelsen, Tom
Kimbrough. Curtis
Lautenbach, Eric
Lee, David
Mount, Matt
Patterson, Dwight
Smtth, Mark
Stone, Kenny
Vasey, AI

10
32
12
30
50
44
42
14
20
24
40
34

11
33
13
31
51
45
43

10/11
12/13
14/15
20/21
22/23

22

Greg Bolt
Les Harrison
David Lee
Matt Mount
AI Vasey

c
F
F

6-2

6-8
6-3
6-6
6-2
6-0

15

G/F

21
25
41
35
23

G
G

5-8

C/F
F/C

6-6

G

6-0

24/25
30/31
32/33
34/35
40/41

Dwight Patterson
Larry Jury
Mark Cramer
Kenny Stone
Mark Smith

6-6

160

18

180
17 5
205
175
180

21
23
20
19

20

40/41
42/43
44/45
50/51

Mark Smith
Eric Lautenbach
Curtis Kimbrough
Tom Ketelsen

1:10.J-O't

Thru Game

No._---=-~--=--9,-=--

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ACCUMULATIVE
FINAL
RECORD_

__!I_
. ].)_-_ 1"'2
__----..:!-,

Bolt, Greg
~--------~~~~~~+4~~4*~~~~~~~~~M+~~~~~b4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dunn, Randy
Fanner , Todd
Joh nson, Scott
Ju ry, Larry
Ket el sen , Tom
Kimbrough, Curt i s
Light f oot, Mi ke
Mount, Matt
Patterson, Dwigh t
Rettrnann, Todd
Kenny Stone,
Thomp son , Iiley
Vasey, Al
Voth , Virgil
TEAM REBOUNDS
GFC
OPPONENTS

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE
1984-85 BASKETBALL

NC\\'HERC, OREGON o7 132

NAME OF INSTITUTION: George Fox College
LOCATION: Newberg, Ore .
PRESIDENT: Edward F. Stevens
COLLEGE ESTABLISHED: 1891 ENROLL: 625
INSTITUTION'S PROGRAM: A four year, Christian liberal arts college founded by the
Friends Church. 27 majors in six divisions. Accredited by the Northwest Association
Secondary and Higher School.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Rich Allen FACULTY ATHLETIC REPRESENTATIVE: Mike Allen
HEAD COACH: Mark Vernon YEARS AT GFC: 2 LAST YEAR'S GFC RECORD: - - -17-12
'---'-'--'-----SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Barry Hubbell
OFFICE: (503) 538-8383 ext. 222
HOME: ( 503) 538-4332
LAST SEASON'S HIGHLIGHTS: For the first time in three years, GFC reached the NAIA
District 2 playoffs, finishing 17-12 for the best record in four seasons and the
fifth best ever for an NAIA Bruin team. GFC was fifth in District 2, led by AllAmerican Randy Dunn , the Dist r ict's Athlete of the Year. GFC was 10-3 at home 7-9 on
the ro ad.
ATHLETIC AFFILIATION: Independent; NAIA; NCCAA ~1EMBER SINCE: 1965/1981
TEAM NAME: Bruins
TEAM COLORS: Old Gold and Navy Blue
TOP RETURNERS:
Name
Pos
Class
Ht
Wt
Hometown
RPG
PPG
- FGreg Bolt
Sr
Portland, Ore.
6-4
185
3.0 8.6
Larry Jury
Sr
Indianapolis , Ind.
G/F
6-2
180
4.9 16.3
Curtis Kim brough
F
So
200
Indianapolis, Ind.
6-3
4.8
4.7
Kenny Stone
l~inlock,
Wash.
F/C
So
175
7.3
10.4
6-6
Al Vasey
G
Jr
180
Sweet Home, Ore.
6.0 asst. avg.
6-0
TOP NEWCOMERS:
Mark Cramer
Les Harrison
Eric Lautenba ch
Mark Smith

G
G
F
C/F

Jr
Jr
Fr
Jr

6-0
5-9
6-6
6-6

170
150
200
205

Olympia , Wash.
Omaha, Neb.
Portland, Ore.
Portland , Ore.

4.0
5.0 12.5
6.0 14.0
6. 0 10.0

SEASON OUTLOOK: The Bruins have not replaced "All-Everything" Randy Dunn, but they
may have a better team effort. The "very optimistic" outlook by Coach Mark Vernon is
based on fou r returning starters, much more college-level experience, and some
bolstering at guard. Kenny Stone , one of the district's best freshman last yea~
returns , along wit h Larry Jury, second highest returning scorer in the district.

